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Letter From the Editor
Most fears are basic: fear of the dark, fear of going down in the basement, fear of weird sounds,
fear that somebody is waiting for you in your closet. Those kinds of things stay with you no
matter what age. - R. L. Stine
Growing up I was like most kids and couldn't wait for Halloween night to come. Not because of
the scare and gore, but because of the candy! I always had so much fun preparing my costume
weeks in advance. I wanted to be something you don't see walking down the costume aisle at the
party store. How many kids do you know of who wanted to be the Energizer Bunny for
Halloween? Needless to say, I always wanted to be something fun. The thought of dressing up
like a witch or some masked creature never appealed to me. Nor did haunted houses, corn mazes,
or scary movies for that matter.
As I grew older, I realized there is a difference between watching something scary and reading
something scary. When I discovered R.L. Stine, I was shocked at how much I enjoyed his books.
Scary, yet entertaining. This is unlike some horror films that are too graphic for me where I have
trouble falling asleep weeks after I watch it.
Now I enjoy reading and writing thriller and horror novels the most. With Halloween upon us, I
was curious to find other authors who enjoy coming up with creepy tales that haunt the mind.
You submitted and we loved what you wrote! Thanks to all of those who contributed to this
month's magazine.
As an adult, I'm not really one for Halloween anymore. So there will be no silly costumes or
attend any parties this year. Rather, I think I'll be hand out candy to the kiddos, answering the
door between reading chapters of my latest scary read, Stephen King's, Salem's Lot.
Happy Halloween!

Edwin The Crow
By Vorovenci Albert
I was slowly walking on the path that was supposed to take me to Wildolm village, where I had
been hired by a duke to investigate the appearance of a hideous creature that scared the villagers.
The wind was blowing slowly and the sun had hidden behind the forested hills of these lands. I
was in Transylvania, which was owned by the Austrian Empire, but up until 1699 it had been an
independent state, with its own form of government. This fragment of Austria was adjacent to
the south with Valahia and to the West with Moldavia. Although it was owned by the Austrian
Empire, the German population was very small, the majority of people being Romanian and
Hungarian, the majority of people that lived in Transylvania didn’t even know that it was owned
by Austria, they still consider you a stranger who comes from foreign lands. For these simple
people, the village was their world, they died the same place where they were born, few having
the opportunity to change their lives and get some education. Most of them didn’t even know the
German language.
I was born in a Valahian family located in Transylvania, they were very poor, I clearly remember
the days when we used to eat grass from the lands to ease hunger. One day, a man dressed in a
black, long coat, a grey hat, and a red scarf covering his face came to our village. We had 5
winters according to what he said when he came to my village and talked to my parents. This
stranger was a hunter but he wasn’t a normal hunter, he did not hunt animals, he hunted
monsters, ghosts, and other demonic creatures. My parents begged him to take me with him to
teach me his craft in order to escape the awful poverty of my family. The stranger accepted, and
so after almost two decades, I finally became a creature hunter. I roam lands to find demonic
creatures and to drive them away forever.
I had come to a wooden bridge, pretty solid so I confidently advanced. The bridge was creaking
under the heavy steps of my horse, Doy, a lipizzan horse, brown, with big eyes and enlarged
nostrils, wide chest and very muscular, his legs were short but muscular and little but resistant
hoofs. A few houses appeared in front of me. The houses from this region were impressive
because of their sizes, they were built on stone foundations with massive planks carved in wood,
usually oak and have roofs with steep slopes from the long shingle. A little further I could see
some people carrying forks and sears on their back. I rushed the pace a little bit to catch up with
the villagers when I was close to them I yelled:
"Good afternoon !" the villagers turned around, stared at me and my clothes and one of them
said:

"Welcome to our lands...are you lost?"
"Is this Wildolm village" the villagers started looking at each other marveled, then a woman said:
"Yes, that’s what it’s called."
"Good, because I was hired by the authorities to investigate the appearance of a creature that
disturbs your peace," the villagers again started looking and whispering things to each other, I
had heard some words, one of which was "werewolf."
"You have to go see Baba Anita... she’ll tell you everything, she knows what needs to be done
with... the werewolf" they lowered the tone a lot when they said the creature’s name, showing
that they were very afraid of the monster.
Werewolves are big creatures that can reach up to three meters length, they look like a hybrid
between human and wolf, they are very aggressive and usually hunt by themselves but they have
also been seen in packs. Most of the time they are innocent men who have been cursed or bitten
by other werewolves, during the day they are normal but when the night settles they cannot
control their feelings and turn into horrible creatures. They usually attack domestic animals and
drink their blood but they don’t hesitate to attack humans either. Of course, there are numerous
types of werewolves, but the most common are the ones that can be eliminated with a silver
bullet.
A true hunter takes all of his tools with him on all of his journeys because most of the time men
don’t accurately describe the creature, it’s not their fault, they are scared and they cannot retain
important details about the creature.
They had pointed me to Baba Anitei’s house, it wasn’t far from the place where I talked to those
men, it was a very old wooden house like all the others, the grass was long and thick all around
the house, the fence was as old as the house, it was a fence knitted from wooden twigs and had a
roof made of shingle. The gate was impressive, it was a massive wooden construction which had
symbolic motifs on it, I could see the sun, the moon, the torsade, and a wolf tooth. These things
were specific to this area, and all the peasants who were, or had been rich had this type of gate,
there were no signs that she was a witch, but then why did the men tell me to visit her?
I had dropped myself off Doy and I tied him to a pole in front of the house and left him there, I
had only taken two pistols with me, not because I was in danger but I always keep them on me. I
take four pistols, two tied to the belt and two tied to the superior part of the legs, it’s more
efficient to carry them this way than to always reload the gun after every bullet fired risking to

get attacked by the wounded and furious creature, I prefer to hit it hard with four bullets to make
sure it doesn’t fight back. I covered them with my long coat and took off my red scarf so that she
could see my face better, it inspires confidence and therefore I could find out more about her.
I opened the gate and entered her yard, I was approaching the door, but before I knocked on it, I
looked at the sun which was slowly setting behind the forested hills, I didn’t have much time
left…
I knocked on the door and immediately heard footsteps.
“Who are you stranger?” yells from inside the house a young woman
“I came to help you get rid of the creature that disturbs your peace and I heard you can tell me
more about it.”
The door opened and in front of me appeared a young woman who wasn’t older than 18, with
black hair and a lost look. I took off my hat as a sign of respect and bowed my head as a sign of
greeting.
“Come in, sir,” says the lady. I entered the house that smelled like mold, the woman told me to
sit down on an old chair. I looked around and nothing seemed abnormal, a house specific to the
area. The house had three rooms, one for sleeping, one for entering the house and one where I
was right now and a pantry for storing food. The woman was approaching the sleeping room and
whispered to another person, I couldn’t understand what she said and immediately I heard some
heavy footsteps coming towards me.
An old lady appeared in front of me, she was short, fat and had fray hair, she was staring at me.
“Are you the one who’s supposed to help us get rid of the werewolf? You’re small and weak... "
said the old woman in a disappointed tone.
“I’m a monster hunter, we do not brawl with the creatures, we fool them and lure them in our
traps or kill them with our pistols, I don’t have to be muscular and heavy, we must be agile and
fast" the old lady didn’t seem to have understood anything from what I said.
“What’s your name? You look like a stranger but you speak our language”
“They call me Edwin the Crow and I spent my childhood here until my parents sent me to a
hunter school but I’d like to leave these discussions for later because there’s not much time left

until the sunset and I’d like to solve this tonight and I’d like you to tell me everything you know
about the werewolf.”
“Tonight? You can’t... I’ve been through this before when I was young, it took a week until we
got rid of the werewolf”
“The methods you used back then are old, now werewolves can easily be eliminated with silver
but I’d like to know what they look like and how they behave, what problems it causes you.
Leave the rest to me!”
“It’s big, it’s as tall as the house, as fat as a cow and it eats our goats, it kills them, it has a dog
head and a very hairy human body. It appears in the night like a thief, you don’t feel when it’s
coming. Some people have seen him but luckily they are still alive.”
So it’s a werewolf, the description is perfect. All I need is a bait and a place to hide so that I can
shoot him with four silver bullets and the problem is solved.
“Can you tell me anything else about him?”
“When he comes we feel a very strong smell of carrion, so strong we can barely breathe,” says
the young woman with a trembled voice.
“Alright... I’ll help you get rid of the werewolf tonight, but I need a goat”
The old lady and the girl were skeptical about my rate of success but I quickly changed the
subject asking them for a goat which I bought with one silver coin. I sacrificed the goat and I laid
the body in the middle of the road which went through the village. I yelled as loud as I could to
all the villagers to lock their animals and enter their homes because it was dark. Everything was
alright, there were just the last adjustments to be done. Werewolves don’t have a very accurate
vision, they say they do but it’s just a myth. Though they’re champions when it comes to
smelling, they have a very accurate smell. Therefore I must cover my smell. Fortunately, my
clothes had already been bathed multiple times in aromatic baths to cover my smell. I sneaked in
the barn to ”borrow” some hay and I left Doy in the barn. I cared a lot about this horse and in this
case, I really needed him so I decided to keep him protected, in the barn with the villager’s cows.
I took some hay for my disguise and took it to the place where I was hiding. I closed the barn’s
door the same way it was before so that the villagers would not notice, with just a little bit less
hay and one more horse. Besides the pistols, I also carried on me some special potions for
hunters which gave me some improvements for a short period of time. They were kept in small
bottles which I kept in my coat’s secret pockets. I chose to use the green one, it was a substance

which contained skullcap, it decreased my pulse a lot and helped me calm down and breathe
slower. I needed all of these in order not to get discovered by the werewolf. Sometimes they can
hear your pulse or breath but with this potion, the chances of me getting discovered were
significantly lower.
I settled down a few meters from the goat’s body and now all I had to do was wait for the beast
to appear.
It had been a while since I settled, the moon was right above me but the beast hadn’t appeared
yet. The entire village was quiet, I could only hear the wind and the leaves of the trees and
occasionally a crack from the wooden houses. Is this a delusion? And if it is, what do they want
from me? Plus hiring a hunter is no cheap business, half of the money is paid at the beginning
and the other half after the case is closed if it’s closed…
But suddenly I felt a strong smell of rotting or carrion as the young woman said, it was
something that I didn’t know was specific for werewolves because they aren’t dead, they’re
living creatures. Then a thick fog started to cover the whole village almost immediately, did the
villagers fool me? Am I wrong ? Carrion smell and fog? I’ve never heard of a werewolf that does
this when it appears. For the moment I had to keep calm and breathe and silent and as slow as
possible not to blow my cover.
Eventually, the creature came out of that thick fog, it was walking like a wolf, its fur was black,
its claws were longer than 30 centimeters and had very muscular arms just like a werewolf. Was
it actually a lycantrop? But they disappeared a long time ago... nobody reported seeing one for
over 200 years but not even those do not bring fog and smell of carrion.
The beast was slowly approaching the goat’s body, it was curiously looking around and I could
see its head, it looked just like a wolf with red eyes and his mouth looked like it was covered in
blood. There was total chaos inside my mind. It looked like a werewolf and it behaved like one
but it was not a werewolf, something was not good there. The creature started smelling the body
and then grabbed it with its claws and started ripping it apart. I had to take an important decision:
I continue my plan or I remain hidden and study this creature better? After the creature is done
with the goat, it’ll need another one and will start looking around so it might find me if it comes
too close to me and I’ll have to act but as a hunter, sometimes, it’s good to take risks.
I quickly got up on my feet and grabbed with my right hand the pistol on my left leg, the beast
immediately felt the move and turned to me, I quickly shot and hit him somewhere around his
head, the beast, because of the bullet’s impact, took a step back. I immediately grabbed with my
left hand the pistol on my right leg and quickly shoot and simultaneously throwing the pistol in

my right hand, grabbing the one on my belt. After every hit, the beast was growling louder and
louder which made me think it was actually a werewolf.
The four bullets had been shot, the beast was still standing on its feet with its paws on its head, I
was waiting for the moment when it’d fall, I moved very fast and consumed a lot of energy and I
started gasping. After a few seconds, the beast was still standing on its feet with the paws on its
head and continuously growling. Something’s not good, a werewolf should have been dead by
now.
After another few seconds of watching the beast raised its paws over its head and started yelling
like an angry wolf. I was wrong. The silver bullets didn’t affect him in any way, they actually
made him even angrier. I had to use the most optimal solution: Running!
I started running towards the barn where I had left Doy, tied with the saddle still on and on the
saddle there was a backpack tied in which there was a book that contained all the mystical
creatures and how they can be eliminated. The barn was not too far, but I had only started
running when the beast had already caught my right leg and threw me on his back. I rolled a few
times and lost my hat and the beast jumped on me, immobilized me and put his heavy paws on
my shoulders and started roaring in front of me. He had a terrible breath that went right through
my scented scarf. That was all for me, at least I got to die on the lands where I was born...
But somewhere behind the beast, I heard some horse pattering running towards the beast. It was
Doy! My horse had escaped the barn and ran so fast that it caught the beast and slammed so hard
into the beast that it was thrown a few meters away. I quickly got up on my feet and climbed up
on Doy, immediately Doy started running out of the village. I looked behind and I didn’t see the
beast but I saw some kind of green spirit that was following us and a sharp and terrifying noise
just like a baby was crying. Nothing made sense, the smell, the fog, and that spirit, I definitely
had to look in that book, it was my only way of getting out alive from here.
Doy started to get exhausted, he ran a lot and that spirit was still following us, I had to find a
place to rest and make a fire to be able to read that book, but that spirit was not getting exhausted
at all. I started looking for something to light a fire. A reloaded the pistol that I was able to
retrieve from that chaos, I could quickly get sparkles with it but I needed something to keep the
fire going. I looked around to find something that could be used as fuel, on my left there was a
river and on thy right, there was a forest. While all this was happening, Doy was running slower
and slower and the spirit was still behind us. We were very far from the village, if we continued
going, soon we would enter Valahia... wait... that’s it! It’s a valahian werewolf! Everything
makes sense now! Valahian werewolves are mystical and spiritual creatures, they’re not
ferocious beasts. That explains the fog, the smell and of course the spirit behind me. The spirit

was actually the werewolf in its actual form, they’re responsible for the eclipses and they usually
bring bad luck.
But the problem was not over yet, I had to remember how to eliminate these werewolves. I
remember memorating about them, but I don’t remember how to eliminate them, I was trying to
imagine the room where I was memorating and the time when I was memorating about this very
rare werewolf. I started remembering the image from the book and the description. It was simple
to remember. My subconscious kept showing me the drawing from the book so it was definitely
shown on that page. The image was with the two forms of the werewolf, as a spirit and as an
actual werewolf, and between them, there was a tree... that tree is the remedy! It was a willow!
The willow leaf is the remedy for such a werewolf.
I jumped off Doy because I couldn’t continue tormenting the poor animal. One thing was certain:
willows stay near water so I started running to the river, I had to find one eventually. The
werewolf changed into its solid form and started chasing me along the river. I didn’t run too
much until I found a willow and I jumped to reach for a branch. I’m not a heavy man but the
willow branches weren’t strong so now I was holding a branch of willow in my hand.
The werewolf had risen on his feet to intimidate me and started growling but he didn’t know
what was in my hand. I started whipping him with the branch and I immediately saw the effects,
the werewolf started squeaking like a dog, the leaves were like some sharp blades for his skin
and there seemed to be a black smoke coming out of his wounds. The beast fell to the ground
after a few hits it squeaked begging me to have mercy. But that didn’t impress me. I lifted the
branch and with one last strong hit I cut his head. There was no blood coming out of it, it was
just a black smoke which had a very strong smell.
Doy started approaching the place where I was sitting, it had been some time since I cut the
beast’s head, I was a little shocked, I had never been so close to be killed. But that’s what it’s
like to be a hunter, you have to expect that every day can be your last day, but today it wasn’t the
last one for me, I quickly took a bag from the backpack tied to Doy and I put his head inside it
and I burned the rest of the body.
I climbed back on Doy and we slowly walked towards the village, we stopped at the old lady’s
house, I got off Doy and grabbed the hat that I lost during the fight with the creature, and leaned
on her gate holding the bag with the werewolf’s head and I finally fell asleep.
In the morning, when I woke up, I was still pretty tired from the fight, but looking around I saw
the reason for which I woke up: ten armed soldiers with guns and a noble, by the clothes that he
was wearing, were staring at me.

“We hired you to help us get rid of the creature and you stay here leaning on a gate like you’re
drunk?”
I didn’t want to say anything, so I threw the bag with the beast’s head and I pointed at it.
One of the soldiers grabbed the bag and opened it slowly, immediately after he took a look inside
it he gets scared and drops the bag. The other soldiers started to panic and their noble leant and
starts looking in the bag, his reaction was the same as the soldier’s, even though the soldier was a
little braver and didn’t sound like a scared girl.
“You did a very good job.” Says the noble after he calms down a little bit. He took out a bag of
coins from his thick coat and threw it near me.
“Now please leave because the villagers are scared of you too”
I got up, grabbed the bag of coins and threw it in my backpack tied to Doy who was watching us
the whole time.
It was time to go back from where I came, but I had already made other plans, I planned to visit
the place where I was born and perhaps on the way there solve some other monster cases.

The Couch
By Maureen Mancini Amaturo
Melissa had kept her suspicion a secret. She assumed no one would believe that something, some
energy, some spirit entered the apartment with the couch.
She had been in her new Brooklyn apartment for two months, sitting on folding chairs and floor
pillows, before she finally had time to shop for furniture. Being a vintage girl–loving everything
from midcentury fashion to Turner Classic Movies–Melissa headed for the local Salvation Army
store, not far from her building, and found the perfect couch. Thrilled at finding the grass green,
velvet sofa with the tufted back, she was even more thrilled when they threw in two Marimekko
print pillows.
When the couch had been delivered, she admired how perfectly the retro style suited her
apartment. Melissa arranged odds and ends she had picked up at flea markets and thrift shops to
fill the room until it looked cozy, her kind of cozy–eccentric and expressive, colorful and
chaotic. She snuggled into her new couch, pulled on a coral, chenille throw and placed one of the
print pillows under her head. The tap of gentle drops against the window eased her to sleep until
she had a nightmare. She was bound and gagged, frightened. The shadow of a man stood over
her. When she tried to scream, she awoke, breathing heavily, and looked around her
apartment–unfocused, unsettled, unnerved. Gradually, her mind cleared. It’s freezing in here.
She looked around. No windows open. It wasn’t this cold before.
Melissa glanced at the clock. “Uh-oh.” She grabbed her phone and texted her friend whom she
was meeting for dinner. “Jenny, sorry. Fell asleep. See you there.” She rushed to pull herself
together and get to Nikos, their favorite Greek place. Melissa dug through her purse for her keys
to lock up before leaving. She searched every counter, table, drawer, and inch of the floor in her
tiny apartment. She pushed her bangs away from her eyes and exhaled in frustration. “I know I
put them in my purse.” As she started one more sweep of the living room, she heard the jingle of
metal hit the wooden floor. Her keys lay at the foot of the couch. “Must have been in the
cushion.”
When Melissa got to the restaurant, Jenny was already at their favorite table with a white wine in
front of her. “So, how’s the apartment shaping up?” Jenny asked.
“Got my new couch delivered.” Melissa scrolled on her phone until she came to the photo of her
couch. She held it up for Jenny to see.

Jenny squinted. Her face looked as if she had just bitten into a lemon.
“I know. Not your style.” Melissa dropped her phone in her purse.
Jenny shrugged and smiled. “New? That’s not like you. Where’d you get it?”
“Salvation Army.” Melissa scooped a dollop of hummus onto a pita chip.
“Technically, it’s old. Will you ever buy something…like…at Ikea?”
“I love conversation pieces. The more unusual, the better.”
Jenny sipped her wine. “Unusual…that sums you up.” They both laughed.
When Melissa got home that evening, the lamp beside her couch was lit. “That wasn’t on when I
left.” Maybe it was? She turned it off and grabbed the chenille throw from the couch to bring to
bed. Freezing in here.
A sound woke her. At first, it had worked itself into her dream, but as it became louder, it jolted
her. She checked the time. 3:06. Before leaving the warm cocoon of her multiple blankets, she
listened. Is that coming from upstairs? She sat silently. The hall? She wrapped the throw around
her and walked into the living room. It’s so cold in here. The noise was louder. What is that? It
sounded as if someone was pulling something across her wooden floor, back and forth, back and
forth. As she neared the couch, it stopped. Melissa looked down. She thought she might have
kicked something without realizing it. Nothing. She went to the kitchen and listened near the
sink. The pipes? She knew old buildings offered lots of creaks, squeaks, and whatnot. Nothing.
She tugged the throw around her and went back to bed, anxious to crawl under the three blankets
piled atop her sheet. Gotta talk to the landlord about the heat. It’s only October, but this place
must have drafts coming from everywhere.
As the week went on, that noise continued, and other things developed. Melissa’s keys were
never in her purse, where she always put them. The TV remote, silverware, jewelry went
missing. She’d find them while cleaning, always in the same place. Eventually, she knew to go
straight to the couch and rummage beneath the cushions. I must be losing my mind.
The following week, while sitting on the couch eating dinner in front of the TV, the light in her
bedroom popped on. She froze. Her first thought, an intruder. She slid her hand across the couch
cushion reaching for her cell. The light went off. She was about to dial 911 when the ceiling light
in the kitchen went on. Her head jerked toward it. It went off, and the lamp next to her, beside

the couch, went on. Must be a short somewhere. She made a note to call the landlord in the
morning: heat, noisy pipes, check electricity.
She left the lamp on afraid she’d get a shock if she touched it and went back to her dinner and
Turner Classic Movies. Though she was born about a half-century after most of these films were
made, she couldn’t resist the glamor, romance, clothes, and stories in these old movies. “The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir” was on one of her favorites. As soon as she got cozy on the couch, she
felt as if someone was tracing her spine with a feather. The hair at the back of her neck rose. The
lamp beside her went off. Normally, watching Gene Tierney stand up to Rex Harrison in a
romantic tug-of-war by the sea would have enthralled her. Not tonight. The lamp beside the
couch went on again. Did that shade just move? She heard the scraping sound travel across the
floor, right in front of her. She drew her knees to her chest and hugged her legs tightly making
herself as small as possible, squeezing into the pillows around her. The couch jerked and slid a
few inches until it was at a slight angle as if someone stood behind and gently pushed one side.
Melissa quickly turned. No one there. She glanced at the printed pillow resting next to her.
What’s going on?
Since the landlord’s efforts found no problems with plumbing, electricity, or drafts, Melissa
turned to the paranormal. She had been interested in all things spiritual for years and was both
excited and a little scared to think she might actually have her own first-hand spiritual
experience. After trying everything research said she should try–sage cleansing, salt at her
doorways, crystals, holy water, prayers, and mantras–she felt angry that the couch had gotten the
best of her. Exhausted, frustrated, annoyed, and resenting not having any control over this
interruptive whatever or whoever was causing the trouble, she was lost on what to do next.
She met Jenny for their weekly dinner at Nikos. On the walk to the restaurant, she argued with
herself. I’ll tell Jenny. No, she’ll think I’m crazy. Maybe I am crazy. Halfway through dinner,
Melissa decided to go for it. “Jen, something’s going on in my apartment, and before you say I’m
nuts, hear me out.” Melissa described what she had been experiencing.
“Did the landlord check for an electric problem?” Jenny asked.
“Yes, no electric problem. No plumbing problem. No drafts. No nothing.”
“Too much spiked seltzer lately? Next time I come over, I’m taking those cans of White Claw
home with me.”
Melissa glared at her and slammed her fork on the table.

“Sorry, Mel. Just joking. Oh my God, chill.”
“You think I’m crazy. I knew it. That’s why I didn’t say anything sooner.”
“No, I don’t think you’re crazy.” Jenny put down her wine glass. “Well, the good news is it’s not
an intruder.”
“Good news?” Melissa’s eyebrows rose beneath her bangs.
“So, this all started when?”
“The day the couch was delivered.”
Jenny squinted. “You sure? Nothing like this was going on when you first moved in?”
“Nope.”
“Any new neighbors in the building? Any construction going on?”
“Nope.”
“So, definitely started after the couch?”
“Yes.”
Jenny stared at her friend. “I got nothing.”
“I do,” Melissa said. “I’ve been doing some research, looking into how spirits can attach
themselves to objects. I’m sure the couch is haunted.”
“Really now.” Jenny tilted her head. “That’s your conclusion? You think your apartment is
haunted?”
Melissa held her cell up to show Jenny a photo of the couch again. “Not my apartment, my
couch. Everything was fine before I brought that couch home. What else can it be? There’s no
other explanation.”

“Hmmm…maybe we should have our Halloween party at your place this year.” Jenny leaned
back in her chair. “Did I go too far?” She reached for Melissa’s hand. “I don’t know if your
couch is haunted or not, but, really, Honey, it is ugly. I don’t want to hurt your feelings, but those
pillows, those colors, are a little cornea-shattering.”
Melissa clenched her jaw and stared at her friend.
“You know how I feel about old stuff. Just sayin’, maybe it’s all that color that makes you feel
jumpy, not a ghost.”
“Fine, don’t believe me.”
“I didn’t say that. I believe that you believe the couch is haunted, that some kind of ghost came
with it. And if you’re more curious than scared, well, I don’t know what to say about that.”
Melissa said, “I wouldn’t believe this either if I didn’t see it with my own eyes. And now that
I’ve done some research, I’m sure this couch has some kind of energy or spirit attached. Aren’t
you the least bit curious about that? I am.”
“I don’t buy into ghost stuff. I’m not curious. I’m concerned. For the sake of conversation, what
if it’s not the couch, not a ghost? What if there’s someone more physical lurking around, you
know, like a human? Have you been watching the news? There’s been break-ins around here
lately.”
“If you believed me, you wouldn’t have said that. I just told you. There’s a spirit attached to my
couch.”
“Mel, listen. If you’re convinced the missing things and the lights and everything else that’s
going on are supernatural, don’t you want this stuff to end anyway? Maybe it’s time to toss the
couch. Whether it’s a ghost or spirit or poltergeist or a leprechaun or whatever else runs amuck
in the otherworld, don’t you want things to go back to normal?”
Melissa folded her arms. “I just thought it would have stopped.”
“But it didn’t,” Jenny said.

“I know.” Melissa took a deep breath. “I thought I might be able to help this spirit or get rid of
this energy, but I don’t know what else to do. I tried everything except a Ouija Board, which I
read I shouldn’t use.”
Jenny asked, “Not that I’ll need this information, but just curious–why can’t you use a Ouija
Board?”
“Something about allowing a spirit to have control of you or opening a portal or something. It’s
dangerous.”
“More dangerous than, like, a robber, a rapist, a murderer?”
Melissa could see both frustration and concern in her friend’s eyes and understood her concern
and how incredulous this all sounded. “I could call in a medium or paranormal investigator.”
“I’d call the police first, but that’s just me.”
“Jen, I’m serious. I’ve been trying to connect with this spirit. I’m talking to it, but that
isn’t working.” Melissa shrugged. “I bought sage, too.”
Jenny put her napkin down. “But you don’t cook.”
“To cleanse, to clear the energy.”
“Of course, the energy.” Jenny rolled her eyes.
“I would love to find out who or what is attached to this couch, but I’m getting nowhere. It’s
really affecting me. I can’t sleep. I wanted to do the whole ghost hunter thing, discover who it is,
what it wants. Like I said, I wanted to help it. But things have been getting worse. I’m not
comfortable in my own apartment. It’s like this spirit is testing me. I can’t do this anymore. I’m
done. I’m totally furious at this thing, whatever it is.” Melissa hesitated. “And because this
energy seems so strong, I’m kinda getting scared now, too.”
“I’m scared for you,” Jenny said.
As they left the restaurant, Jenny said, “Are you going to be OK tonight?”
“Yeah.”

“Not convincing. You shouldn’t be there alone. What if all this weird stuff is not the couch?
Forget I just said that. Come stay with me.”
Melissa shook her head. “No, I’ll be fine.”
“Call me, then, if anything happens, whatever time it is. Promise?” Jenny let out a deep breath.
“Promise.”
Jenny jiggled her keys in front of Melissa’s nose. “Be sure everything is locked.” She hugged her
friend. “Love you.”
“Love you, too.” Melissa and Jenny walked off in separate directions.
When she got home, Melissa scanned the room and waited before she plopped on the couch. She
ran her hand across the cushion. It is comfortable. And pretty. She turned on the TV determined
to watch Turner Classic Movies. She felt that chill then heard a thump. Her book, that had been
on the table next to the lamp, hit the floor just to her right. No, no, no. She grabbed one of the
throw pillows. “Who are you? Why are you here? Why are you doing these things?” No unusual
noises, just the hum of her fridge and the ticking of the vintage cat clock, another
Salvation Army find, she had mounted above her sink. Except for the cat’s tail swaying left to
right and its bulging eyes shifting to count the seconds, everything was as it should be.
The chill intensified around the sofa. Melissa shuddered. She thumped her fist against the couch.
“What do you want? Leave me alone!” Tugging the chenille throw around her, she got up, put
her book back on the table, and sat on the floor, positioning herself like a boulder. “Maybe you
don’t want to be here. Well, I don’t want you to be here either.” She looked at the couch as if
awaiting a reply. “I wanted to help you. Please, I’ve had enough.” Melissa folded her arms across
her chest. “This is my apartment. Hear me? I’m going to watch this movie, and you’re going to
leave me alone.” From the corner of her eye, Melissa thought she saw a shadow behind her
television, but it was gone the instant she noticed it. Her body felt as if it were encased in a block
of ice.
Her TV channel suddenly switched to the news. “The Brooklyn break-ins continue. On Saturday
night, a forty-six-old Bushwick woman…” Melissa flipped back to TCM. The TV switched
again. “…police have video of the suspect, and they believe this latest break-in is part of a recent
crime spree that has…” She held the remote like a weapon. “Stop!” Melissa shouted. She looked
around the room. If the shadow had been there at all, it had not returned. “Enough!” She punched
the movie channel on the remote and threw it at the couch cushion. The floor wasn’t as

comfortable as the couch, but she tucked her legs beneath her and snuggled into her blanket. Her
movie was back.
Black-and-white movies, though she loved them, always made her sleepy. She was in that
twilight state–not fully awake, not deeply asleep–when the window she had opened earlier for a
little fresh air slammed shut, and the lock slid into place. She jumped. Melissa sank deeper into
her blanket and moved a few inches away from the couch. As the television became background
noise, she decided she had waiting long enough and was at ease with letting the couch go.
After returning from a dentist’s appointment on a Wednesday morning, she picked up her
grocery list from the kitchen counter and walked to the couch. “Please, be good. Please?” She
petted the arm of the couch as if it were a puppy. She left for the supermarket. When she
returned, as she neared her apartment, she watched as door slowly swung open. She stood like a
concrete column in the hall, clutching her grocery bag. Worried an intruder might be inside, she
hesitated several feet away from the door. She called Jenny. “My door was open when I got
home.” She felt guilty for not telling the truth, that she had watched her door open on its own.
“I’m scared to go in.”
“Where are you?”
“In the hall,” she whispered.
“Wait downstairs. I’m calling 911. Get out of there.” Jenny hung up before Melissa could say
another word.
Melissa watched the door open further, and from where she was standing, she saw the lamp
beside her couch turn on. Then, she watched the couch levitate at least eight inches off the floor.
Jenny called back. “Police are on the way.”
“It’s the couch.”
“What? The couch? Don’t go in there. What are you thinking? Was the lock broken? Did it look
like someone forced the door?”
“No. It’s fine.”
“No, it isn’t!”

“I’ll call you later.”
“I’m not hanging up.”
“I hear the sirens now,” Melissa said. “Call you back.”
Melissa met the police in the hallway and explained it was all a mistake. “I’m so sorry. I gave a
key to a neighbor who waters my plants. She usually does that on Thursday, but she had to be
away tomorrow and came into water today. And I forgot to tell her I was off today. Didn’t expect
to see my door open. I thought someone had broken in. My fault. Everything’s fine.”
The police asked to search the apartment anyway. Afterward, Melissa called Jenny. “They just
left. Everything’s fine.”
“Fine? You think so? Are you…never mind. Listen, if I thought my couch was haunted, one of
us–me or the couch–would be gone.”
Melissa leaned against the wall, slump-shouldered. She stared at the couch. “I’ll call the
Salvation Army to come take it back.”
“Good move.”
“Let me get my coat off and get something to eat. Call you later.” She put her phone down and
walked to the couch. “You!” Melissa found her book on the living room floor again. The room
was freezing. “What do you want from me?”
After lunch, she called to have the couch picked up. Well, she thought, I did it. Then, she called
Jenny as she promised. “No need to worry.”
“Really, Mel. Come stay here.”
“I’m fine. I’ve got laundry and stuff to do. It’s getting late. Wanna make the most of my day off.
By the way, they’re picking up the couch tomorrow.”
“Good.”
“Talk to you in the morning.”
“Call me later if you want,” Jenny said. “I’ll just be here worrying about you.”

That evening, Melissa went to bed with her book in her hand knowing reading always helped her
doze off. Just as her eyes were about to close, her comforter moved off her body as if someone
tugged it playfully until it mounded on the floor beside her bed. She scrunched up against her
headboard, clutching her book against her chest. She waited, stiff with fear, eyes trained on the
floor, unable to scream, climb out of bed, or even reach for her cell. A tear slid down her cheek.
“Please leave me alone.” A rattling and tapping startled her. She gathered the courage to get out
of bed and head toward the sounds, grabbing her comforter with angry force and throwing it on
her bed before leaving the room. “This is mine!” she yelled.
When she walked into her living room, she noticed her doorknob jiggle. She looked at the arm of
the couch. “You.” She nudged the back of the couch with her knee. Now totally awake, she
plopped onto its cushions and turned on the TV. Then, her apartment door shook. Her doorknob
pinged. The hinges squeaked. She pressed her hands to her temples. “Have fun, couch.
Tomorrow you’re outta–”
A man’s hand–flesh, bone, muscle, and strength–came from behind her and clamped her mouth.
She smelled cigarettes on his scratchy, wool gloves. She felt something hard and cold press
against the top of her head. A gun! Oh, God, a gun. Melissa tried to twist around, but the intruder
held her so tightly, she could just about strain her eyes enough to see the curve of the
dark-colored wool hat he was wearing.
He mumbled something, indecipherable to her. His voice, the television, the scuffling sounds
merged. Fear garbled her brain. Her familiar surroundings were suddenly strange. She was
sweating, shaking, slithering to break free, twisting her head hoping his hand would slip so her
screams could escape. The intruder pulled her off the couch and held her against him. He stood
at least five inches taller than she did and pressed her head against his chest. She felt the cold of
his leather sleeve and smelled perspiration and cedar, a spicy woodsy smell, beneath it–his
cologne, he was wearing cologne. From behind, he twined his leg around her ankles and pushed
her to the floor, face down. He pressed one knee on her back, the bulk of him at her side. He kept
the gun to her head and stuffed a foul-smelling rag into her mouth.
Things began to blur. She felt nauseous. He tied her hands behind her into such an unnatural
position it made her wince as the mangled rope pulled her arms back. Melissa couldn’t
speak, couldn’t scream. In that moment, every fright she had ever feared before faded. Melissa
twisted her head around and stared at the two dark holes in his face mask, following their every
twitch, contracting her brow, opening her eyes wide, squinting to focus exactly on the eyes of her
attacker as if each of her facial movements were a sentence, as if she could make him hear her
pleas for mercy with just a look. Then, she felt the familiar chill just over her shoulder, and her

couch began to bounce like a small craft on rough seas. Its pillows rose and flew toward the
startled intruder. She saw a grey mist rise from the sofa and envelop the masked man. He
released Melissa. She rolled away, and the grey mist surrounded him. In her state, she couldn’t
discern if the mist was really forming the shadow of a person, a dark figure, a hazy version of a
body silhouette at a crime scene.
Melissa watched the intruder swat at the shadow. While he was distracted, Melissa wormed
across the floor and huddled beside the TV. She watched the shadow hover over the intruder,
holding him to the floor, a couch pillow pressed against his face. The gun slid from his fingers.
The shadow moved it away from his body. Her eyes fixed on the intruder’s legs kicking. She
watched him struggle to breathe, watched him tug, pull, push at the pillow that was held by
hands transparent, but strong. Then, the pillow went limp, and the man scrambled out from
beneath it, his wool cap scrunched up enough in the back allowing her to see his thick, dark hair
damp with sweat against his neck. He ran for the door. The shadow followed him. The intruder
jerked backward. Melissa heard him yelling. He collapsed as if he had been pushed down with
the force of a prizefighter. He lay motionless.
The shadow moved toward Melissa. Her body tightened. Her eyes widened. Her throat incapable
of a scream. As the shadow floated near her, she felt colder, and the ropes binding her
wrists loosened. She wrestled with the ropes and freed herself. Then, the shadow moved back to
the intruder and hovered just above his chest.
Melissa pulled the putrid rag from her mouth and breathed deep breaths, choking, coughing,
heaving. She tried to scream despite the violent rise and fall of her chest, the vibrations rippling
up her arms, her throat struggling to take in gulps of air. She spotted her phone, crawled toward
it. She dialed 911.
The shadow dissipated to mist again and remained suspended above the intruder. As the police
approached her door, the mist evaporated, blurring at the edges and disappearing from the
outside first until it was gone.
She couldn’t remember if her apartment door had been open already or if the police or even the
mist/shadow had opened it. The activity, the chaos, the voices, and her light-headedness made it
seem as if she were watching a film in fast-forward, seeing but not comprehending. Images and
noise, familiar but strange. She crawled to the sofa, the intruder’s smelly rag in her hand. She
rubbed her wrists and the red marks and bruises already forming. One policeman was at her side,
helping her onto the couch. When he had her settled, he returned to his partner and the intruder,
who was handcuffed and propped against the wall.

Melissa felt something hard beneath her thigh. The intruder’s gun peeked from under a cushion.
She slid her hand across the fabric. “You.” With her eyes closed, Melissa whispered, “You can
stay.”

The Black Eyed Children
By Rebecca Coyte
I used to be a non-believer. A doubter. A skeptic. However you want to phrase it, I was that girl.
The pessimistic realist with the stoic visage, never revealing any fears. Laughing grimly at
campfire stories of ghostly passengers in taxis and haunted forests, smirking at the other kids
when they were chilled to the bone and afraid to go to the bathroom alone and look into the
mirror at midnight for fear of what they might conjure. All the while I would sit, looking
decidedly bored, staring at nothing in particular, yawning with complete indifference, frequently
glancing at my watch, pretending I had somewhere better to be. But of course, I didn’t.
Yeah, I was that girl. The one scoffing at ghost stories. The one who wasn’t afraid to go to the
cemetery in the middle of the night and use an ouija board, because that stuff just isn’t real.
There was always an explanation, rooted in science, to dispel anything you could sling at me.
Well, until that day that I went to babysit the neighbor's kids.
The neighbors were quiet types. Hard-working parents with two typically adorable kids: a
four-year-old blue-eyed doe named Artis, and her precocious little two-year-old brother named
James. They were fairly well-behaved, and their parents had a great series of gates set up so I
could easily corral them and turn on cartoons until their parents got home. I’m not saying I was a
lazy babysitter; I mean, I’d read them books and feed them and even rock little James to sleep
when he was cranky. I’m just saying that it was an easy gig that paid pretty well, and after three
or four hours of hanging with those two little pixies, watching a movie or two and eating candy
and popcorn, I’d walk home fifty or even sixty dollars richer. Not too shabby for a basically
unemployable high school freshman.
This particular night, THE night, the night that would change me and completely turn my world
and my belief system upside down, well that night started like many others. The sun was starting
to set and the wind was picking up, whipping the leaves on their branches as I zipped up my
sweatshirt and pulled the hood over my wavy mess of black hair. I walked next door to the neat
white house with black shutters and a striking red door. I rang the doorbell and immediately
heard a dog barking and children screaming with glee. Gwendolyn answered the door and invited
me in. She was still in her business suit and was apparently off to another night meeting, which
seemed ambitiously nuts to me. Her husband was on a business trip to Tokyo and wouldn’t be
back for several days, so here I was to save the day.
Little James saw me first and shouted happily through the screen door, “Sarah! You’re here,
Sarah! My most favoritest babysitter!” He was giggling and tripping over their large German

Shepherd, Max. I smiled at the little guy and stepped inside, picking him up and throwing him
into the air.
“Higher, higher, Sarah!” he yelled. He was so cute, it almost made me think about having kids
someday. Almost. Then I remembered that I had lots of other goals to accomplish first. Study
science and history. Become an Archaeologist. Travel the world and search for lost cities and
immerse myself in other people’s stories, since I didn’t have much of a story of my own to tell.
A flash of rainbow streaked past the front door, and then returned a moment later, holding a
small stuffed ghost toy. “Boo!” Artis yelled as she thrust the white felt creature at me.
I feigned fright, only for just a moment, before I spoke in my best teacher-like voice, “Now
Artis, you know ghosts aren’t real, silly girl!”
“Boo! Boo! Boo!” She giggled impishly and ran away with “Ghostie”.
Poor Gwendolyn looked frayed, tired, and ready for a good night’s sleep, not another meeting.
“Sarah, thank you so much for coming! Dinner’s in the fridge, pop it in the microwave, kids can
watch cartoons until 8:30. Then bedtime. Make sure they use the potty. They can crash on the
couch with you if they give you a hard time. I’ll hopefully be home around nine. You’re an
angel.” She quickly kissed my right cheek as Artis crawled between my legs and James
attempted to ride poor Max through the hallway.
“Giddyup, horsey!” James commanded and Max obliged. Gwendolyn was out the door in a flash
and I locked it up as usual, the one lock on the exterior screen door, and the three locks on the
interior door, including two deadbolts. I went around and checked all of the windows to make
sure they were closed and locked, and set the alarm. There had been a rash of break-ins in our
quiet neighborhood lately, and I wasn’t taking any chances. I might be brave when it comes to
ghosts and spooky stories, but I’m not risking my luck with the real bad guys.
“Okay, guys! What should we play before dinner?” I asked, already knowing what they were
going to say.
“Dinosaurs! I want to be an Argentinosaurus!” Artis exclaimed. She had a fascination with
dinosaurs and knew most species by name, could tell you what era they existed in, whether they
were herbivores or carnivores, and any special skills they might have had.
“Oh no! A big, furry, scary dinosaur!” I was testing Artis, like I always did.

“Oh, Sarah. That’s wrong. Dinosaurs didn’t have fur! But some had feathers!”
“You’re right, Artis.” I smiled and turned to James, who was already on all fours.
“I’m a scary Stegosaurus, grrrr!” He came at me and pretended to whip around his tail and try to
knock me over. I went into complete T-Rex mode and started growling and baring my teeth,
making sure to pull my arms up nice and snug to my body so I looked the part. We chased each
other around like this for a while until I was out of breath and we were all lying on the ground
giggling. Truth be told, I might seem serious or dark if you don’t know me, but I’m really a giant
kid at heart and get along better with the little munchkins than kids my own age. Teenage girls
were so...just...mean. Anyway, I had my whole entire future already planned out and having a
ton of friends and being popular wasn’t a requirement for me to accomplish all I wanted to do.
I picked up James and threw him over my shoulder and Artis followed us into the kitchen. I
popped their Mac ‘N Cheese into the microwave and voila! Dinner was served. Sippy cups filled,
bibs placed on; I was a pro at this babysitting stuff. Artis began to describe her day at preschool
and how a yucky boy had licked his finger and wiped it on her. “It was so gross! I told him, ‘You
are being disgusting!’”
“What did the teacher say?” I asked.
“Well, Miss Alisha said that I should—”
DING DONG.
The ringing of the doorbell momentarily startled me. It was already 6:30 P.M. Assuming
Gwendolyn forgot something, I went to the door and started to open it, forgetting to turn off the
alarm. The minute I undid all the locks and pulled on the handle, a deafening screeching sound
went through the house.
DISARM SYSTEM NOW!
Oh crap, I thought. I quickly disarmed the alarm and then turned back to the door, realizing at
this point that I didn’t even really know who was there. It could have been Gwendolyn, or
someone else. Someone dangerous. Someone sinister who wanted to bust in, tie us up and rob
the place. I suddenly panicked as I slowly pulled on the handle and peeked through a crack to see
who the heck it was that disturbed our feast of macaroni with artificial cheese-flavored orange
sauce.

And it was then that the strangest, eeriest, most sickening feeling entered my stomach as I gazed
out the screen door into that brisk fall night and saw the tops of two little heads. There stood two
towhead blonde little kids, staring at their shoes, acting rather oddly. They were dressed
strangely; the boy wore a red wool turtleneck sweater and brown corduroy pants that looked like
something out of a 1985 Sears catalog. The girl was wearing an old-fashioned looking plaid
pinafore dress with a white, high-collared blouse beneath. They both wore square black, buckled
shoes on their feet and had no jackets on, despite the chill in the autumn air. Their hair was
strikingly white-blonde, the little boy’s in curly ringlets and the little girl’s parted down the
middle and styled into two neat braids. They looked like they had just walked out of the 1950s,
or the movie Children of the Corn. Yeah, it was that creepy.
Slowly, I took a breath and spoke, “Hello, can I help you?” The screen door was still closed and
Max had run up and begun sniffing and whimpering underneath it.
The little boy, who seemed a few years older than the girl, whom I assumed was his sister, did
not look up from his shoes as he spoke. “Hello, ma’am. Can we please come in and use your
telephone? We need to speak with our mother.” His voice was monotone and his words spoken
in a deliberate, painstakingly slow manner.
Oh, okay, just two kids that need to use the phone, I thought as I tried to shake off that irrational
feeling of fear. Yet, I was not about to open the door. It could have been a ploy; they could have
been a front for robbers. And why were they dressed like that? And why wouldn’t they look up?
Something felt off. Max scratched at the door and began to whimper louder, then a deep growl
began to rumble in his throat. I had never seen Max so distressed before, and this was a dog that
had suffered a ton of abuse from two rowdy toddlers.
“I’m sorry, I really can’t open the door. The dog is...dangerous, he might bite you.” It was the
first thing that popped into my head. Artis and James were screaming at each other from the
kitchen, fighting over the last apple that was sitting on the table.
The little boy spoke again, this time louder and more forcefully. “I said, we need to come in and
use your telephone. We need to speak with our mother. We’re lost. We’re hungry and cold and
need her to come retrieve us.” He continued to stare at his feet and his sister did the same,
unmoving, as if she were in a trance or somewhat sedated. It was starting to get really
uncomfortable at this point. And who says their mother needs to retrieve them, anyway?
“Why don’t you just tell me your mom’s number? I can call her for you. I really am sorry, I can’t
let you inside. The dog—”

“The dog is not dangerous to the other children inside the house. Why would he bother us? Can
we come in and play with Artis and James?” The little boy continued to stare at his feet as he
spoke.
At that moment, I’m pretty sure I got that Scooby-Doo look on my face, you know, the one when
he gets confused and says, “Arruugg?” There was no way these two little freaks knew Artis and
James. I knew most of the kids in the neighborhood, too, what with me being the ace babysitter
on the scene and all. Unfortunately, Artis and James’ curiosity had gotten the better of them and
they ran to the door to see what was going on.
“Our mommy said we can’t talk to strangers, even little kids. And she said that if you want to
give us candy, we should say, ‘No!’ and if you want us to get in your car, we should run away
and scream. And you don’t even know our secret password anyway, so we can’t talk to you.”
Artis could be as stubborn as a mule but this was certainly an appropriate time for her to be
cautious.
James piped in, “Yeah, we don’t want your candy, bad strangers!” Apparently Gwendolyn had
thoroughly schooled these little ones in the art of avoiding all interactions with the public.
The two blonde-haired weirdo children continued to stare at their toes. Then, the little girl began
to tremble. She started sniffling loudly and asked in a saccharine sweet tone with the slightest
squeak in her voice, “Oh, please! We are so scared. We want our mommy! Can we come in? It’s
scary out here and we’re cold and hungry.” She continued to stare at her toes and tears began
streaming down her milk-white cheeks.
“Artis, James...go to your room, now! Bring Max.” The children obeyed and Max reluctantly
followed them. I looked out of the screen door and tried one more time to reason with these two
odd children. “Look, you’re not getting inside. And frankly, you’ve both got a Damien Thorn,
Malachi, Danny Torrence kind of vibe that’s starting to upset me. This is your last chance to give
me the phone number. I’ll call your mom for you but you need to wait out there.” And I waited. I
waited for what seemed like hours. Time was relatively standing still as they stood there
motionless, like two statues. The girl was no longer crying. I noticed the boy began to open and
close his small fists as if he were getting ready to rumble.
Then slowly, quietly, the boy lifted his head and finally revealed his full face to me, much to my
horror. He had glowing white skin, a sickly pale pallor like something out of Flowers in the Attic
(yes, by this point you see I make a fair amount of horror movie references). His small, round,
red mouth was tightly shut, lips pursed in anger. His nostrils flared as he breathed in and out
roughly. But the eyes. Those were the absolute deal breaker for me ever letting these two into

this house, or any house. Those eyes were black. Not dark brown, not deep blue. Black, and not
just the pupils. Their irises were black as night, just two endless black pools in a sea of black
sclera. He stared at me, and I felt like those eyes were boring two deep holes into my heart,
through my soul. It hurt to look at him. Genuine, unadulterated fright-filled my body and mind.
So I froze.
The little girl then raised her head and revealed another set of those frightening, dead eyes. Then,
the edges of her little pink mouth slowly began to turn up as she produced a sickeningly artificial
smile. Her mouth was smiling, but the rest of her face remained rigid. And those eyes…
“Sarah, just let us in. Or we’re going to come in anyway,” she said to me in an authoritative
voice. Not the voice of a five-year-old girl who is scared and lost and misses her mommy.
Rather, this was a mature voice. An evil voice.
Then I was done. That was it. I slammed the door shut, did up all the locks and immediately
punched in the alarm code. My heart was slamming against my rib cage, and I was finding it
hard to breathe. I grabbed my cell phone and headed to the kids’ room in the back of the house.
Throwing open the door, I yelled, “Artis, James? Where are you?”
There was a sound of hushed whispering coming from under the bunk beds; sure enough, the
kids and Max had managed to squeeze themselves underneath. Relieved to see that they were
okay, I then tried to calm them. “It’s okay, guys. They’re gone now. Just...maybe stay under
there for a little while longer, okay?” Artis nodded, eyes-wide-open with fright. James grabbed
the dog and buried his head into Max’s soft gray and black fur. Max licked James’ arm. Dogs
were good like that.
Now I had a real problem. What should I do? Call Gwendolyn and tell her I’m scared of two
little kids? They might have been the spawn of Satan, but they were still kids...I guess. They
looked like kids, they were small enough to be kids. Yet...were they really children? What were
they? Then the skeptical side of my brain took over and logic and reasoning quietly returned to
my thought process. It’s a joke, an early Halloween gag or something, I silently mused and I
almost laughed at how frightened I had become as I headed back out to check the front door.
I looked out the front window. No sign of the demon black-eyed mutant children. Well, that was
a relief. Then I heard a rapping at the back door. “Oh crap,” I muttered and slowly headed to the
back. On the way there, I turned off the lights. I didn’t want those little freaks to see how scared I
was. Gingerly, I retreated to the very back of the house. The loud pounding had not ceased.
BOOM BOOM BOOM. BOOM BOOM BOOM. BOOM BOOM BOOM. The sounds vibrated

through my skull. The pattern continued in perfect time. These kids had mastered the art of being
creepsters.
They were laughing. Maniacal, high-pitched giggling. This was all a big joke to them. And then
the boy spoke as if he just knew that I had been standing there for some time listening to them.
“Oh, Sarah? Is that you? Let us in, Sarah. We want to play! We want to play with you! Will you
tell us a bedtime story? Sing us a lullaby? Rock us to sleep like you rock James to sleep? Please,
Sarah. We miss our mommy!” He was screaming now. If this was a prank, then I was a sucker
because I’ve never been more frightened in my entire life.
“Saaarrraaahhh! Danny Barnes says hi! He misses you. He wants to play!” the little girl called in
a screeching, high-pitched, deafening voice.
That was not funny—Not cool. Danny Barnes had been dead for almost six months. Victim of a
hit-and-run. Not a day went by that I didn’t miss him. We had known each other since
Kindergarten. He was one of my only friends.
Shaking, I mustered up the courage to respond, “No! You’re not getting in here. I’ve got a
gun...I’m calling the cops! Get out of here, you little black-eyed freaks of nature!” I was
screaming now. Screaming and crying. My body convulsed with heaving sobs. I just wanted
them to go, wanted it all to stop. Why wouldn’t they leave? Who would play such a joke on me?
It wasn’t funny. It was awful, terrible. Why would anyone go to the trouble?
BOOM BOOM BOOM. I took my phone from my back pocket, my hand trembling so badly it
slipped out of my grasp. BOOM BOOM BOOM. I reached down and grabbed it off the floor and
dialed 9-1-1. BOOM BOOM BOOM.
“9-1-1 what’s your emergency?” BOOM BOOM BOOM.
“I...I’m at 21 Willow Court. There are two children that won’t leave. They’re banging on the
doors. I won’t let them in. They don’t look right, their eyes...their eyes are—” BOOM BOOM
BOOM.
“You’re calling to report that two children are at your door? Ma’am, do they have any weapons
that you can see?” BOOM BOOM BOOM.
“Well...no, but I—” BOOM BOOM BOOM.

“So let me understand you; you’re calling to report that two children are at your door? Could
they be selling Girl Scout Cookies? This line is for emergencies only. If you don't want the
cookies, just tell them to go away.”
I know I probably sounded deranged but Hell, it was her job to help people in crisis and I was
definitely in full-on crisis mode. “Look lady, I need a police officer out here. I think I saw a
weapon but I’m not sure. They said...they said they’re going to kill us.”
“Okay, ma’am we’re sending someone right out. Please stay on the line…”
Forget staying on the line. I went to the kids room and they were still dutifully lodged underneath
the bunk bed. I huddled in there near them and hugged my knees. We didn’t speak. We just sat
and waited for a few minutes. Then, James broke the silence. “Sarah, those are bad kids. Really
bad kids. They want to hurt us.”
Poor James, I had probably frightened him half to death with my reaction. “It’s okay James,
they’re just playing a joke. They’ll go away.”
James picked his head up and looked into my eyes, shaking his head definitively. “No, Sarah.
They’ll come back. They always come back.”
DING DONG. I gave each kid a hug, told them to stay put, and carefully walked to the front
door where I was greatly relieved to see the tops of two police officer hats when I peeked out the
glass window. Remembering to turn off the alarm this time, I quickly opened the door. “Thank
God you’re here! These kids, they wouldn’t leave us alone. There was something wrong with
them. They had rabies or something. They were trying to force their way in.”
“Young lady, can you describe these two individuals and tell us where they might have gone?”
I looked outside anxiously, “You mean, they’re gone? But they were just at the back of the house
a few minutes ago, banging on the door.”
One of the officers decided to walk the perimeter of the property as I tried to explain what had
happened. It didn’t sound so scary now. I was actually rather embarrassed by how spooked I had
become. It sounded stupid and I started to regret calling 9-1-1 in the first place. But as I spoke
and the officer took notes in his little notepad, I glanced down the street. About 100 yards away,
under the bright streetlamp flickering with fluttering white moths, those little jerks stood staring
directly at me. From this distance, I couldn't make out the blackness of their eyes. They almost
looked like two normal kids out on an evening stroll, or two lost kids waiting for a ride from

their mommy. They watched me for a few seconds as if to make sure I saw them there. Then
they proceeded to hold each other’s hands and skip down the street.
“They’re right there!” I yelled and pointed in their direction.
The police officer glanced down the street but just shook his head. “I’m sorry, I don’t see
anyone.”
And just like that, they had disappeared. Like two specters that had never really existed in the
first place. Like, well...ghosts. But they weren’t ghosts. How could a ghost seem that corporeal,
that solid? And those eyes. Those black, black dead eyes.
The night ended uneventfully. I went home and started doing research on the Internet. And that’s
when I read about the “Black Eyed Kids” and how they come to people’s homes dressed
strangely, and ask to come in and use the phones, and how you’re never, ever supposed to let
them in because, well...because you might end up dead. And I was glad I didn’t open that door
all the way, glad that Artis and James were okay. But after that night, I was never the same. The
one time skeptic, cynic, doubter, non-believer is now a bit more open-minded, especially with
stories of the paranormal, because it happened to me, and I lived to tell the tale.

Your Child
By Tim Frank
As Rostov's eyelids inched open, caked with the gunk of dried tears, a shooting pain angled
down from his wrist and along his arm. He was chained to the radiator in the basement again. His
tongue was a leather sock and he had a headache like a saw prising open his skull. It was dark,
and where Rostov lay - in a pool of his own vomit, shit and piss - it was darker still. He yanked
at the handcuff three times then let his arm dangle. Before him, was a bottle of water and a
packet of aspirin. He could just about reach them with his free hand. He knocked back a few pills
and gulped the water down in seconds, gasping once he'd emptied the bottle.
“Let me out!” cried Rostov. “Let me out of here!”
After a while, a door opened, illuminating the staircase that snaked down towards the bowels of
the basement. A woman wearing a green pleated dress and fifties style wedges appeared in the
shaft of light.
“Honey,” Rostov pleaded. “I'm sober and I'm never going to drink again.”
”What about the baby?” his wife, Carol, said.
“I'd never hurt that child or the one we're expecting,” he yelled back.
Carol took a step back and began to close the door. Light was slowly edged out by the darkness.
“OK, OK, just release me and I'll never lay a finger on our baby again. It's just the booze that's
got me into this mess. I'll get back on the wagon, permanently, and things will change.”
Carol relented. She released her husband from his cuffs, helping him stay upright as he
staggered up the stairs. Then Rostov hurried into the bathroom for a shower.
That night Carol and Rostov finished dinner and began to wash up. It was Rostov's turn to dry.
The baby, Alex, was happily covering himself in raspberry jam in his high chair - globs of it
falling into his tray like clotted blood. Rostov reached over to touch his wife's pregnant belly but
instinctively she swatted him away. Rostov sunk his head in resignation and dropped the
dishcloth into the sink. He went to watch the news in the living room.

After Carol had put Alex to bed there was a knock on the door. Rostov flicked the telly on mute
as Carol opened up. There was some indistinct chatter by the front step, then two men wearing
suits and grey overcoats hustled into the kitchen where Rostov joined them. Without an
invitation the two men seated themselves and flashed their badges.
“I'm Chief Inspector Belle,” said the man with a neatly clipped mustache and sideburns, ‘and this
is my partner Inspector Green. Do you know why we're here tonight?’
The couple shook their heads. Belle crossed his legs and felt his chin.
“Let me ask you, what's life like on an army barracks such as this? I'm sure it's a very supportive,
close-knit community, right?”
“It's an extremely friendly place to live, yes,” nodded Carol.
“I can imagine,” said Belle. “And in times of trouble it wouldn't surprise me if you all close
ranks.”
“What are you getting at detective?” said Rostov.
Detective Green took out a couple of pictures of babies and spread them neatly across the
surface of the dining room table.
“I call this the Nickelodeon line up,’ Green chuckled.
“Excuse me, Mr. and Mrs. Rostov,” said Belle, “but inspector Green is new. People expect great
things of him. I don't. Anyway, do you recognize any of these children?”
“They're so young,” said Carol, “they could be anyone and the photos aren't very clear. No, we
can't be sure. Can you tell us what this is all about? We want to help but we're clueless.”
“Mrs. Rostov,” said Belle, “these are babies who belong to parents that live in this army
barracks. The children are missing. Surely you must have heard the news?”
Rostov slid the photos back towards Green and said, “We know nothing, and that's the truth.”
“Listen,” said Belle, “I served in the forces for a short time. I know what it's like for soldiers
coming home from a war zone. PTSD they call it, don't they? I mean these guys they can just

flip...crack under the strain and god knows what they're capable of. How long were you out there
Mr Rostov?”
“Over a year,” Rostov said.
“What happened to you on your tour?”
“Nothing out of the ordinary. Why?”
“I'm just trying to piece together what might have happened to these babies. Some possible
motives.”
“But I don't understand why are you bothering us?”
“We intend to follow all possible avenues. We're interviewing everyone in the barracks that were
posted in Iraq in the last couple of years. The fathers of the missing babies were on tour during
that period and we think there might be some kind of connection. It's just a theory for now but to
tell the truth we don't have much to go on.”
“So, because we fought for our country, we're suspects?”
“For the moment nothing is being ruled out. These children are just missing for now, but who
knows what will become of them. But I would just like to add this; be careful Mrs Rostov, I
wouldn't be surprised if your child is next.”
“You're way out of line Inspector,” said Rostov, “how dare you come into my house and speak to
us that way? I'd like you both to leave.”
Belle smiled sheepishly, then nudged Green who ceased scribbling his copious notes.
“Let's go,” said Belle.
Carol showed them out. She returned with a furrowed brow, wringing her hands.
Rostov leaned against the kitchen countertop and sighed. “Don't let them get into your head. I'm
sure the babies will turn up soon, unharmed. And you have nothing to fear about me.”
“I'm phoning the Duncans,” Carol said, “I think I recognized their child but I didn't want to say
anything just in case.”

“Well I'm turning in,” said Rostov.
“Just like that? You're not concerned that one of your friends might have lost their baby?”
“I'll start to worry when there's some concrete news.”
”I don't get you. Fine. Go to bed. Just bury everything like you always do.”
“Jesus, Carol, give me a break, I'm trying.”
That night Rostov had to face his dreams stone-cold sober. He was determined to clean up his
act but he was scared of the thoughts that lurked just below the surface of his mind. He settled
down into bed and popped four sleeping tablets into his mouth. He was ready for a rough night.
After what seemed like just an hour, he saw a young barefoot woman pad lightly into his room.
She had olive skin and balanced a baby on her hip. The woman had searing white eyes and a
tattoo on her forehead in the shape of a red and black egg. The baby's head was split open with
large chunks of brains exposed, shrapnel lining its cheeks. The infant was quiet and held a
maniacal grin, revealing blood-splattered gums. The woman cut through the silence with a
bone-chilling cry. Rostov sat up straight in his bed, soaked through with sweat. It was only
midnight. He felt he was going crazy because he was convinced he hadn't slept at all. In fact, he
believed he'd seen something that wasn't just an apparition, but something alive, made from flesh
and blood, something from beyond visiting this world. He couldn't come up with a reason to
fully explain why, but he knew dreams weren't that vivid. He'd had terrible nightmares since he'd
returned from Iraq. This was different. He needed a drink, something to dampen the pain and
obliterate the memories, but he resisted the urge.
His wife wasn't beside him so he went to look for her. He stepped carefully along the darkened
hallway outside his bedroom. A beam of moonlight from the spare room was all that allowed
him to find his way. He heard the rustling of his wife's nightgown as she moved out of their
baby's room. She was cradling their son's head in her arms as he slept quietly. Rostov stopped.
She had no sense of him being there. She opened the cupboard along the hall and lay Alex upon
a bundle of blankets and pillows. She stroked his cheeks and gave him a kiss upon his forehead.
Rostov rushed back into the master bedroom so he couldn't be seen. Before she could return he
was under the covers pretending to be asleep, fuming that his wife had hid the baby from him
once again.

The next morning Rostov was hunched over a bowl of cornflakes while his wife was feeding
the baby formula from a bottle.
“What did the Duncans say?” Rostov asked.
“Couldn't get through, but I'll call again tonight after work.”
“No need, I'll pay them a visit after my shift.”
Rostov was a gardener working in the barracks - digging up turf, planting flowers and shrubs,
mowing the lawn in the summer. But it was autumn now and most of his time was spent raking
up leaves.
Once he'd finished work that day, he decided he'd have a drink. Just one. He knew his wife
would smell it on his breath but he felt she'd lost all faith in him anyway, so what did it matter?
A few hours later, night descended on the barracks and Rostov was propping up the bar, having
knocked back six pints with whiskey chasers. In one of the booths beside the exit, a dim light
exposed someone Rostov recognized, a man who held a tearful expression, smacking his palm
against his forehead intermittently. It was Jameson, who served in Iraq at roughly the same time
as Rostov. He was married and had a young child. As if trying to float down a choppy river,
Rostov pushed himself away from the bar and moved towards his friend. He wanted to say hello
and fish for news but as he struggled to steady himself he saw Jameson stand, grab hold of the
door that led outside and then limp through it. He disappeared out of sight.
As Rostov stepped out of the bar the fresh air hit him like a boxer's jab and his knees buckled.
He looked around and finally saw Jameson in the distance, staggering towards the park, the place
where Rostov had spent so many hours working.
Everything seemed to move in slow motion and then as he entered the park he heard the most
terrifying sound. It was high-pitched wailing like he'd never experienced before. As he got
closer to the source of the shrieking, he could make out two men underneath a tree laying objects
in a shallow hole dug in the ground. It was then that Rostov realized the objects were babies. He
stopped in his tracks when he witnessed one of the men raise a muddy spade over his shoulder
and sent it crashing down to the ground, bludgeoning to death one of the children. There was the
sound of a skull cracking. Before Rostov knew it, the murderer had passed the spade along to the
other man who took his turn to bash in the brains of another child. The cries were swallowed up
by the night until silence reigned amongst the flowers and trees that surrounded the dead infants.

Rostov vomited and collapsed to his knees. He couldn't believe what he had just seen. Maybe
the alcohol was playing tricks with his mind? He'd never experienced anything so shocking in his
life. Not since the war that is. The noise of his retching alerted the men to his presence and they
gathered around him. He recognized Duncan and then Jameson followed. They were both from
his battalion that had been posted in Iraq. He believed this was the last few seconds on this earth.
“I won't tell anyone,” Rostov pleaded.
The men loomed over him.
Duncan said, “We're not going to hurt you.”
“I don't understand, what are you doing?” said Rostov.
“We had no choice,” said Jameson, slurring his words. “They're here.”
“Who's here?”
“The families we killed. They've come for us, for revenge and to take over our babies' bodies.
We couldn't let them take our children so we had to kill them ourselves.”
“But this is madness, you're all sick. Look what you've done. You'll never get away with this.”
“We don't want to; our children are gone. There's nothing for us to live for. They'll come after
you and your kid too Rostov. They will take over your mind, there's no resisting it. Now go
before you get blamed for what we've done. Remember your child is ripe. That means he's ready
to be taken over. Kill him before they can get to him.”
Then Rostov's mind went blank. He was suddenly transported to another time and another
place. He recognized where he was but he felt too disoriented to pin it down in his mind. Then he
realized why - he had been hiding from this experience for a long time.
In a city turned to rubble, bodies - both Iraqi soldiers and UK forces - were strewn across the
wasteland, as inanimate as the concrete they lay upon. Tanks traversed deserted streets as
soldiers were given the all-clear to march forward. Rostov moved through this barren scene,
taking pictures and dictating some ideas for the army magazine. Around every corner on
bullet-ridden walls, he found strange signs - blood red and black colored oval shapes. He took
some shots of them, clueless as to what they meant. As he passed a deserted building with
cracked doorways and smashed window panes he heard the whimper of what could only be a

small child. Rostov went to investigate, stepping into the ground floor of the block and then
down into the basement where he could make out the deep tones of a man's voice emanating
from behind a cluster of burning firewood. Rostov lifted his rifle and aimed it into the smoke as
he saw movement behind the blaze.
”Come out!” he said, coughing.
“Please,” came a woman's voice. “We peace, we peace.”
“Come the fuck out!”
A woman, the woman, that he'd seen in his dream that wasn't a dream, appeared. She was
barefoot and carried a baby on her hip. There was an elliptical tattoo on her neck.
“No kill, please,” she said.
“Where's the man? I heard a man's voice.”
“What? No, understand. Please, no shoot.”
“I'm here to help. I won't shoot but get the man out here, now.”
Just then someone in Iraqi army fatigues jumped out from behind the flames, screaming and
aiming a Kalashnikov. Before Rostov knew it, he was firing his weapon, pointing instinctively as
smoke from the fire burned his eyes, blinding him temporarily.
Then everything went quiet. As the smoke cleared Rostov could see what he'd done. Three
bloodied carcasses. He stepped closer to the corpses, crouched down and looked into their eyes.
The woman was still alive. With her last breaths, she uttered the words, “I take your child.”
Rostov felt himself jolt back into the present moment - the park, the trees and the grass beneath
him. He had to get back to check on Alex. A part of Rostov felt he was subject to some kind of
mass hallucination - his mind warped by his experiences in Iraq just like his friends - the other
felt his child was in the utmost danger and only Rostov could save him. It was very late. He
guessed his wife would know he'd been drinking and when he sneaked into his home and crept
up the stairs he discovered his wife asleep in their room and that Alex had been removed from
his cot again. Rostov searched all the usual hiding places - the cupboard, the closet under the
stairs, behind the curtains in the living room and the wardrobe in the spare room where he finally
found him. Alex was so calm, breathing deep and easy. Rostov gathered the baby up in his arms

and, along with a bottle of vodka he'd stashed underneath the sink, he carried them down to the
basement.
The place stunk of bleach and feces. He positioned Alex on a quilt and watched the baby's
pudgy hands grasp at thin air as his chest moved in and out. He could only dream of such peace
and at that moment he felt more love for the child than anything he could imagine. Rostov took a
swig of liquor, lay in the fetal position beside the infant and waited. But he didn't know what he
was waiting for and when he heard footsteps moving down into the basement he couldn't think of
any excuse to explain to his wife why he had taken the baby and why he was drunk again. But
there was something strange about the sound of the steps. They were light and echoed ethereally
in a way he'd never heard before, creating sounds like pebbles skimming across a lake. This
wasn't his wife. Rostov sat up straight, wiped his bleary eyes and blinked furiously, trying to
wake himself up from his dream state. But no matter what he tried the footsteps kept thrusting
through his consciousness until out of the shadows a figure unmasked itself. It was the woman
who had haunted him last night. She was panting like a dog. She carried the deformed baby skull shattered and the flesh of his eyes torn.
“Who are you? What do you want?” Rostov said.
“You know, you know,” said the woman.
“I won't let you take my boy.”
“There be no choice. You took mine, now I take yours.”
The woman pulled up her shirt and revealed her belly. On it was a black and red oval-shaped
tattoo.
“This is the mark of my home. Our people in town you and your friends killed. The town special.
We know suffering, we know death, we know to control life after death. We special people in
Iraq and you pay for it.”
“I don't understand, you mean that your people in your town have special powers?”
“Yes.”
“Look I didn't want to kill your child. What happened out there wasn't me and trust me, I'm sorry
for your loss, so sorry. But I can't allow you to take my baby. Take my life if you have to but not
my child’s.”

The woman knelt down and placed her baby beside Rostov's.
“I come not for you. I need your baby's body for my baby.”
Rostov reached for the bottle of vodka and chugged back all that was left of its contents. ”I
can't take this,” he said, slurring his words but seeing things as clearly as he ever had. “There
must be some other way.”
“No choice.”
“But surely you understand I can't lose my baby?”
“It is fair. Justice. Now take your child and strangle the neck so my baby can become your
baby.”
“I won't. I won't!”
But as if he was an automaton being controlled by outside forces he reached over to Alex and put
his hands around the infant's tiny neck and began to squeeze. Rostov grimaced and then cried
out, “No!”
The baby began to struggle as the Iraqi child became fainter to the eye, slowly disappearing
from sight.
“I can't stop,” he said, “please god help me from hurting my little boy.”
The woman gave a ghoulish grin and nodded in encouragement as Rostov's hands tightened their
grip.
Alex struggled, but not in the throes of death as one might expect, but in a spasm of wakefulness.
His eyes shone as if recognizing his dad for the first time.
“Alex,” Rostov whispered, “I can't protect you anymore. I pray that you thrive in another world
because this one doesn't deserve you. I certainly don't.”
Rostov collapsed onto the unforgiving concrete, teeming with ants. A dripping faucet could be
heard from behind the washing machine in the corner.

Rostov came to as he felt sharp stabbing pains against his cheeks.
“What have you done? Wake up!”
It was Carol. She was slapping and shaking him until his mind cleared and the light from the
single bare lightbulb brought the scene into focus.
“Carol,” Rostov said, watching as she carried Alex's limp body, “I didn't mean to kill him, but
you've got to believe me I had no choice. I can't explain because you'd never understand.”
“What are you talking about? Alex is fine. But you've had your last chance, you have to leave
this house, for good. You’re so drunk you don't even know whether you've killed your own son
or not.”
“He's OK? Can I see?”
Carol pointed Alex’s face towards Rostov who looked into his baby's eyes and in his foggy state
of mind, he could swear he saw irises shaped like ovals, colored red and black. At that moment
he felt he'd found some kind of strange salvation, and although he knew this might be one of the
last times he would be allowed to be in touching distance of his son, he believed he had
bestowed upon his child a great gift - a genuine legacy. He had given life.

The House Across the Street
By Barbara Henslee
July 1959
The beast squinted its blood-red eyes as it walked out of the forest into the bright afternoon sun.
It looked towards the newly constructed houses in the cul-de-sac. It had been living on the border
of the dead and undead for centuries. Hungry, it came to the land of the living for fresh meat. It
was as large as a bear on its hind legs. Its skin was grey and reptilian with claws as sharp as a
prehistoric predator. The claws were six inches to the top and sharper than a butcher’s knife.
The last time the beast came here for fresh meat, there were no houses, no people. It fed on deer,
mountain lions, and bears. It looked forward to the pink meat of humans. It had been way too
long.
It heard the voices of young humans and crouched down behind the shrubs prepared to pounce.
Little Joey Samuels and Bobby Walker were riding their bikes as fast as they could towards
Bobby’s house. They were late for lunch. The beast followed. It knew humans lived in packs.
April 1999
Jenna always told me that I was a scaredy-cat. I suppose she would have known because she was
the biggest chicken I ever knew. It takes one to know one, as my little brother always said.
There we stood, a scaredy-cat and a chicken, looking at the creepy house across the street. We
did that often after school. We would stand at the entry of the cul-de-sac wondering what it
looked like inside that house. It reminded me of the Amityville Horror house with the windows
and the door resembling a creepy face.
We never saw anyone go in or out. But, at night, from my bedroom window, sometimes we saw
shadows and flashing red lights. So, someone must have been going there. Or, some thing. Dad
said no one had lived there for decades after the tragic killings occurred.
Jenna looked at me and said, “Becky, I think we should go over there and check it out.” Her blue
eyes were as big as saucers. Her hair was up in a ponytail held by a bright pink scrunchie that
matched her pink polka-dotted leggings and an oversized pink tee shirt. She clutched her
textbooks so tight to her chest, her knuckles were red.

Was she serious? I looked at her in disbelief. “Who are you, and what have you done with my
friend?” How in the world had my chicken-hearted best friend found the courage to do
something as scary as exploring that creepy house across the street?
Jenna said, “James told that he and his cousin, Tommy, went over there the other day.” Her eyes
sparkled when she mentioned Tommy’s name. Jenna had a crush on the new boy. So, this was an
attempt to impress him. She wanted to be able to tell him she did it too.
“Jenna, I really don’t think it’s a good idea to go over there.” I twirled around on my tiptoes
ending with my legs crossed and we continued to wonder about the house across the street.
My mom would have my head if she knew I was even thinking about going over there. For years,
she warned me and my brother not to go snooping around there. Once, I overheard my parents
talking about it. Mom tried to talk Dad into moving out of this neighborhood because she started
having nightmares about the house. Dad told her that the county had plans to tear it down and
build a new one. He told her that we would outlive the problem. Whatever that meant.
We’ve all heard the rumors about the two boys who were literally shredded in the backyard of
that house. Their organs removed, and the bodies left like the uneaten skin of a baked potato.
That happened decades ago. What was weirder though were the rumors that the entire family in
that house disappeared, never to be seen or heard from again.
I couldn’t believe that my chicken-hearted friend and I, the scaredy-cat, were even contemplating
this expedition. We continued to stand on the sidewalk and watch the house as if it was luring us
over. We lost any sense of how long we stood there, virtually hypnotized.
“Boo!” Jenna and I both screamed. My heart nearly jumped out of my chest. Our books flew
out of our arms. Tommy and James laughed hysterically. They appeared quite proud of
themselves for creeping up and scaring the bejesus out of us.
Aggravated, Jenna shot the bird at them with both hands and shouted, “Oh my god, you jerks!”
She quickly knelt to the ground to gather her books. I did the same.
Tommy knelt to help her and said, “You girls looked like you were in a trance, staring at that
house across the street. We couldn’t help ourselves. It was perfect timing.” He wore a Tommy
Hilfiger button-down shirt with pressed DKNY jeans and a New York Mets baseball cap.
With that gleaming smile and his sparkling blue eyes looking deeply into Jenna’s, her mood
softened. She took ahold of his hand and he pulled her up.

James was the polar opposite of his cousin, Tommy. He had his skater gear on today wearing a
Guttermouth tee shirt and baggy jeans with his high top Keds. He tossed his skateboard over in
the grass and helped me pick up my books. He said, “We gotcha good, didn’t we, Becky? Sorry
about that.” With a devilish grin, he stood holding most of my books and reached his hand out to
help me up.
“Yeah, you got us good, you jackass,” I said as he pulled me up off the ground. I straightened up
my overalls and brushed off the dirt from my new Doc Martens.
Jenna and I have known James forever. We’ve lived in this neighborhood and attended the same
schools for years. All three of us are 15 years old. Tommy is new to the neighborhood and he’s a
year ahead of us, almost 17 years old.
The four of us stood on the sidewalk, side by side, looking at the creepy house across the street,
mesmerized. It’s like the house was watching us too. The dormers on the house looked like
creepy eyes. The house seemed alive.
Still looking straight ahead, Tommy said, “We were over there just the other day on a dare. Not
for long, though. We opened the back door and looked inside. It’s creepier inside than it looks on
the outside. The curtains on the living room windows were ripped like some big cat had shredded
them. And, it stinks to high heaven in there.”
Jenna looked at Tommy and sighed. I could tell she was swooning over this guy. She said, “I
want to go in there and check it out. You guys went over there and lived to tell about it. Let’s all
go.”
He turned to look at her pretty, smiling face. She batted her eyelashes at him, and those big blue
eyes made him melt. She knew what she was doing.
“Yeah, I’d go over there again, wouldn’t you James?” Tommy looked at his cousin, nodded his
head and widened his eyes as if to coax him into agreement. Both boys stood up straighter
tossing their shoulders back and chest forward. “You and I can protect these girls if something
happens.”
I rolled my eyes at this display of bravado.

James understood Tommy’s subliminal message of wanting to impress Jenna. He nodded his
head in agreement. “Okay, sure. Let’s make a plan to go over there again to explore, sometime
soon.”
I stood there, watching these three and their antics. Jenna flirted with Tommy to the point that he
would do anything she said. Tommy and James boasted themselves up so much, their chests
puffed up. I said, “Let’s do it then, let’s go right now.”
“Now?” The three of them said simultaneously.
“Why not now?” I started to walk across the street, looking both ways. “No better time than the
present, right?” I arrived the sidewalk across the street, turned around and saw all three of them
still standing in the same spot glaring at me, mouths agape, as if I’d grown an extra head. “Well,
are you coming or not?”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
We walked around to the back yard because it wouldn’t be a bright idea to break into the house
from the front door. The rusty chain-link gate wasn’t latched. James pushed it inward and it
made a creepy slow groan as it opened. The yard was patchy in some areas and overgrown with
weeds in others. The large oak at the edge of the patio had boards nailed into the side and held a
collapsing treehouse.
The four of us stop as we approached the back door. We looked at each other as if to ask, are we
really doing this?
Tommy ran his hand through his hair and rubbed the back of his neck. He said, "I'm not so sure
we should go in the house, Becky. I’ll bet it’s been condemned by the county. I’m sure it’s
dangerous."
"We'll be fine, Tommy,” I answered. “Let's just go in, take a quick look around and see what we
see." Now that I stood at the back door of this house, I wanted to go in. I've wondered about this
house for so long and this seemed like the time to do it. Safer in groups, as the saying went.
James nodded his head in agreement, sighed heavily and took the few steps to the door reaching
out for the knob. Without even touching it, the knob turned slowly, and the door popped open by
itself as if the house was inviting us in. James turned and looked at the rest of us with his hand
still outreached.

Wide-eyed, he shrugged his shoulders and said, “That's weird.” He gently pushed the door open
slowly. The door made an eerie, creaking noise. Once the door was open fully James stepped
over the threshold. He looked back at us. We heard the buzzing of flies and a rancid smell of
something rotten. We heard scurrying and wings flapping.
James threw his arms in the air, flailing as if to fight off an attack. This threw him off balance
and he fell forward. He yelled, “Oh crap!”
The rest of us fell backward in a domino effect, down to the ground. Then, four pigeons flew out
of the back door over our heads.
All of us were on our butts. James just inside the house and the rest of us on the brick-paved
porch. As we realized what happened, we all looked at each other and started laughing
nervously.
I don’t know why we were laughing. We were all scared out of our wits.
James stood up and brushed his hands on his jeans. “Jeez, this floor is disgusting.”
The rest of us stood and walked through the doorway, cautiously. James turned to us and said,
“Girls, be very careful walking through here, it’s dangerous.”
James was suddenly the expert on dilapidated houses.
My heart fluttered as I heard his words, though. We were about to do something dangerous. The
excitement started to build inside me, and I wanted to continue with our adventure. Even though
the scaredy-cat in my head told me to turn around and get out of there as fast as I could. I wasn’t
going to admit that in front of my friends. Especially, since it was my idea to explore.
We walked inside and a foul smell hit me in the face like something threw a snowball of putrid
air at me.
Jenna said, “What is that stench?” She placed one hand over her face. “Oh my God, it smells like
death in here.”
As we all walked further inside, Jenna said, "Wait a minute." She walked back to the door, her
shoes sounding like they were sticking to the floor with each step.
“Where are you going, Jenna?” I asked nervously. “You can’t leave."

She said, “I'm not leaving. I’m gonna put my purse against the door frame, in case the door
closes somehow. Then, we’ll still be able to get out.”
“Clever girl,” Tommy said as he reached for her hand. “Come on, let’s go see what we can find.”
Jenna smiled sweetly at him, proud of herself. She took his hand and looked like she felt safe. He
pulled out a Zippo lighter and led Jenna through the kitchen and into the huge living room. James
and I followed closely. Slivers of sunlight peeked through the large tears in the curtains which
gave us a little help in seeing what was in front of us.
The putrid smell was getting stronger and I pinched my nose closed with two fingers and waved
my other hand in front of my face. I said, “Really, what is that smell?” I couldn’t quite put my
finger on the stench. “It’s starting to make my eyes water.”
Out of nowhere, we felt a strong gust of wind and the back door slammed shut, which made all
of us flinch. All four of us looked at the door, our only escape, to see if the purse had kept the
door from closing. No. Jenna shrieked and started to cry. She tucked her face into Tommy’s
chest and squeezed him tightly. He wrapped his arms around her. James and I both stood in place
as if frozen, unable to move.
I heard more scurrying going up the staircase. I also heard whispering, but I couldn’t see a thing
up there. “Guys, did you hear that?”
“Hear what? The door slam shut. Yes, I heard it loud and clear,” cried Jenna. She was holding on
to Tommy so tightly, he tried to loosen her grip so he could breathe.
I stretched my neck and leaned my body further into the room to try to hear better. “No, Jenna, it
sounded like someone is up there talking.”
You don’t want to be in here. The voice I heard at the top of the stairs sounded like a little kid.
Why are you even here? I swiveled quickly because this second voice came from the living
room. “Guys, are you hearing those voices? It sounds like two kids.”
They all silently answered by shaking their heads back and forth. None of us were sure if we
wanted to go further inside the house at this point. Then, all of us heard whimpering coming
from upstairs.

Turning to look at my friends, I ask, “You all heard that right?”
“I did. What is that?” James walked over to the stairwell and tried to peer upstairs. “Did it come
from up there?”
The whimpering sounds become clearer and louder and we all recognize the sound as
whimpering puppies would make. “Is that a litter of puppies up there?” I asked.
Those aren’t puppies. That’s word from the bird, my friend. Don’t believe it.
“There’s that little kid’s voice,” I said to James. “Did you hear it? It’s coming from the living
room.”
He shakes his head back and forth. “I’m not hearing any people talking, but I do hear those
puppies upstairs. Let’s go get them.”
“No James, let’s not go up there.” My instincts were telling me to believe the kid’s voice even
though I’m the only one who can hear it.
He’s cruisin’ for a bruisin’. This voice came from upstairs. Yeah, stupid. Come on up. I’ll show
you some puppies. That kid upstairs laughed like a madman. I looked around and didn’t see any
kid either down here in the living room or upstairs.
I grabbed James’ shirt sleeve as his foot landed on the second stairstep. “James, please don’t go
up there. It’s not real.”
“What do you mean it’s not real. Don’t you hear the pups? We have to get them out of this
house.
Let go, Becky. You guys stay down here if you want to.” He shakes loose from my hold and
made his way halfway up the staircase, slowly. Each step squeaked as his foot applied pressure.
Tommy, Jenna and I stood at the bottom of the staircase and watched James. Abruptly, we all
heard a loud guttural growl from upstairs. Then, we heard, “Get out.”
All of us whipped our heads around and looked up the staircase. We saw nothing. The thick,
hoarse voice upstairs yelled again, “Get out now!” This was followed by horrifying squeals and
thuds as if someone was slamming the puppies up against the wall.
“James! Come down here now.” Tommy shouted at his cousin. “We’ve got to get out of here!”

He turned to hurry downstairs, then abruptly, he was lifted into the air and rotated until he was
upside-down. It was as if something had a hold of one foot because he was able to kick his other
leg. He flailed his arms and he screamed, “What’s happening?!”
Lights in the house started blinking on and off. They stayed on just long enough for us to see a
large family photo on the wall at the bottom of the staircase. It was a mother, a father and a boy
of about ten years old. Then, we saw the two ghouls. They were young boys. One of them was
sitting on the couch in the living room and the other was floating above James holding him by
one foot as he laughed maniacally.
The maniacal boy was the son in the photo.
Joey, put him down.
Shut up Bobby, this is my house, not yours. You don’t like what you see, then leave.
I can’t leave and you know it. Put him down.
The ghoul dropped James on the staircase. He tumbled down the stairs.
Doesn’t matter anyway, Bobby. It’s not going to let them leave. It needs to eat.
They might get out.
Tommy helped James stand up then we all turned and ran towards the back door. Tommy
dropped his Zippo lighter, so the room was pitch black. But we ran towards the direction we
came in. We saw a sliver of light outside the back door’s ripped window covering. We kept
running but couldn’t reach the door. The door was moving further away. I heard Jenna shrieking
behind me.
“Hurry Jenna, catch up.” I turned and tried to see her. I couldn’t. I only heard her scream. Her
screams became fainter as if she was going further into the house. Abruptly, her scream silenced.
Tommy, James and I kept running forward. There was nothing but darkness around us. The
sliver of light from the curtain faded as the door continued to move further away into
nothingness.
James tripped on something and fell face-first onto the sticky, disgusting floor. A huge hole
formed in the floor directly under him. He grabbed the edge of the floor which saved him from
falling into the abyss. Tommy fell forward after I slammed into his backside. I fell backward on

gooey and gross floor. The door was back in place and I could see what James tripped over and
what Tommy and I had fallen on. The decomposing and squirming corpses of Bobby’s parents
were underneath us. Tommy was able to grab James’ arm.
James screamed up at Tommy, “Hold on to me, don’t let go.” They both hung over the edge of
the hole.
Tommy yelled, “I’ve got you. I won’t let go.” I held on to Tommy’s belt and tried to pull. Both
of us tried to pull James out of the hole. The decaying corpses started to wrap their arms around
us.
But there was nothing we could do about them.
“Tommy, there’s something pulling on my leg! Get me out of here,” James pleaded. “Oh my
god, Tommy, it’s crawling up my body, help me, he—”
I saw what was crawling up James' body. I saw it’s two red eyes as it pulled itself out of the hole.
Its arms were long and reptilian. By the light of its eyes, I saw its huge hand reach over James
and grab Tommy’s head. It twisted Tommy’s head all the way around, breaking his neck.
Tommy’s dead eyes were looking directly at me, his chin resting between his shoulder blades. I
froze in terror but still held on to Tommy’s belt. Bobby’s dead parents continued to grope my
body. Their jaws snapped as if they tried to take a bite out of me. I had to let go of Tommy to
stay out of their reach.
I fell backward and started kicking Bobby’s dead parents in the face until the heads detached
from the bodies. All they could do at this point was grope.
The creature’s red eyes widened, and I saw it’s grotesque reptilian body crawl further out of the
black hole, as it peered over Tommy’s body looking at me. It seemed to pause. I saw it’s eyes
blink a couple times, then it tilted its head to the side like dogs do when they are trying to
understand.
For a split second, I thought it would spare me.

The Beacon
By Caleb Hunter
Mist shrouded the forest before and behind as I waded through, leaving a swirling, fading,
shifting path in my wake.
The day had been dark, so the darkness of twilight rendered no substantial change.
Shadows had become my only companions, and now, like a grimy coven of dwarves, they
surrounded and accompanied me on my trek homeward.
I had never been the least bit disturbed by these shadows. On the contrary, I often found myself
anticipating their company as I walked along the well-worn path.
On this night, however, I began to sense a change in the atmosphere. A tingling sensation that
seemed wholly unfamiliar…and chilling.
A tangible malevolence.
I tried to simply disregard this alien fear as a mere figment of my own tired imagination, but alas,
the foreboding was as evident to my senses as the damp mist moistening my blackened nose and
soaking my coal-dusted brow.
At length, I began to perceive the faint, yellow beacon of home piercing the swirling mist; a sight
that alleviated the foreboding atmosphere which had encroached with every boot-fall. And as I
made my transition from the forest path to the pale carpet of dead grass, I barely perceived my
fears fading themselves into shadow. Welcomingly driven away by the charming, crooked face
of home.
Leaving my sooty boots on the porch, I immediately set about the routine tasks of lighting a fire,
setting a pot of mutton on the stovetop, and heating a pot of water for my rusting bathtub.
After shedding my damp work clothes into the laundry basket and shedding the grime of the
day’s work into the welcoming bathtub, I hungrily immersed myself in the comfort of the mutton
and a pint of warm beer by the fireside.
At the satisfying conclusion of my meal, I felt sufficiently prepared to converse with the night
once again.

And so, equipping myself with my pipe, I exited to the steps of the porch, plopping down beside
my resting boots.
The match flashed a brief wave of illuminating heat against my nose and cheeks, and once its life
had sufficiently descended into the pipe, I began to casually survey the misty darkness.
Then…out near the forest border…I saw what appeared to be a singular, thin shadow cast against
the leaf-strewn lawn.
At first, I merely gazed with mild curiosity, however, my attention sharpened as I become aware
that the shadow seemed to be moving, under the dim face of the harvest moon, away from the
forest-line and towards the center of the lawn.
A dark silhouette, silently gliding across the pale earth.
I watched through a timid cloud of pipe smoke as the slender silhouette came to a halt. Standing
at the exact midpoint between myself and the dark, fog-ridden forest beyond.
Fear shivering across my skin, I rose and reluctantly called out to the figure.
My voice crackled into hoarse fragments as I said, “Are you alive?”
The bizarre nature of the question surprised me, even though it had proceeded from my own
chapped lips. Why had I not simply asked, “Hello? Who’s there?”
Nevertheless, the shadow remained motionless.
Soundless.
Heedless.
I slowly descended the creaking steps, and had no sooner placed a quaking foot onto the damp
earth when the silhouette, as silently and smoothly as it had approached, receded towards the
forest border, gliding with an eerie precision that was characteristic of neither man nor beast.
Tingling, I stood with one foot still planted on the last step and the other pressed into the soft
pale lawn, and watched as the thin, black shape slowly cloaked itself with the night, vanishing
completely into the pitch darkness of the forest beyond.

I paused momentarily and surveyed the carpet of dead leaves.
Dead grass.
Dead silence.
Resolving, hopefully, that the unwelcome visitor had indeed gone for good, I took a final drag
from my smoldering pipe, bid a tremulous farewell to my boots, and returned to the welcoming
warmth my tiny living room.
The fire lowered into an almost flameless, orange glow, and sparked sleepily as I settled down
into my old chair. The tattered, faithful, comforting chair that gently embraced my weary bones.
I tried to push aside the fearful events of the evening, forcefully ushering them into a remote,
unseen corner of my mind.
Like the match had flashed to life on the porch, this struggle arrived with a hot, blinding
intensity. But just as the small flame had descended into the dark tobacco, this struggle soon
diminished, and I found myself falling into the lulling void of slumber.
***
I awoke to the dim light of morning creeping in pale streaks through the curtains.
The disturbances of the night before now all but forgotten, I set about the morning ritual of
bacon, eggs, and coffee, with a bitter, delightful side of yet more coffee.
After breakfast, I gathered my lantern and a small, greasy packet of chewing tobacco, and
stepped out into the dank morning to cheerfully greet my worn boots, still perched atop the porch
steps. My leather companions wrapped themselves about my thick stockinged feet, and we set
off: the boots, the lantern, the pouch of tobacco, and myself. Thoroughly content with each
other’s company, and thoroughly prepared to face any adventure the misty day might present.
This contentment came to an unexpected end, however, for upon entering the forest path my
cheerful mood began to transform into a strange melancholy.
The morning mist seemed to weigh heavily, surrounding me in a soggy blanket as the ashen sky
lowered menacingly.

Shadows began to present themselves. Vague, fearful sensations scurrying at my right and my
left, yet vanishing when I turned to see them fully.
The breakfast that had so satisfied now began to churn stubbornly in my belly. Obstinately
refusing to cooperate, and sending bitter ooze up into my mouth as a token of rebellion.
After what seemed like hours of trudging, I finally spotted the orange glow of a lamp hanging
outside the mineshaft. And coming into full view of the mine carts, picks, shovels and buckets, I
hailed my colleagues who I assumed were just out of sight. Possibly gathered just inside the
cavern.
And yet, no response could be heard save the faint echo of my own greeting as it reverberated
back from the dark entrance.
Upon reaching the mouth, I noticed a note scribbled hastily on a plank of lumber and nailed into
a beam: “None have arrived. Going into town to find more men. You must go it alone until I
return.”
The message, though obviously written by the foreman, seemed completely absurd. Not only was
it unheard-of for anyone of my colleagues to shirk an entire day’s work, but all six of them had
certainly never done so on the same day.
My vexation intensified by the casual attitude my foreman seemed to take at the prospect of me
going forth into the dangerous throat of the mountain alone.
Nevertheless, the day’s work remained completely unaltered, so sighing indignantly I stuffed a
portion of tangy tobacco into my cheek, lit my quivering lantern, and entered the black shaft.
Silence hovered throughout the dusty, subterranean air. Much unlike the lively sounds of toil that
usually permeated the cavern.
Picks digging into the soft earth.
Picks coming to a sharp halt against the solid earth.
Calls for another bucket, or for a light.
Jovial cursing.

Now there was only eerie silence, broken merely by my own soft footfalls.
Descending further, however, I began to imagine a second, separate set of footfalls echoing from
behind. I paused to investigate, raising my lantern which flickered and dimmed, apparently
sharing in my reluctance to face the dark possibilities lurking behind. The faint glow illuminated
no more than a few feet about the dirty shaft, so I waited…listening. But upon hearing nothing
except my own heavy breathing, I spat a streak of tar into the darkness, then briskly turned to
continue my descent.
At length, I reached the spot where I had left off the day before, and after looking behind once
again for any sign of a hidden pursuer, I set about my usual toils.
The work served as a welcome distraction from the unease of the day, and for a while, the
melancholy that had overtaken me on the forest path seemed to alleviate.
Yet, as I heartily dug into the mountain’s throat, I could not escape the occasional, fearful
sensation of being observed from some deep, shadowy corner. Sometimes I would pause to look
up in the direction of the cave entrance, the light of which was far beyond sight, and other times I
would briefly glance with paranoid reluctance into the darkness that seemed to reach eternally
downwards.
Despite the ever-present paranoia, I remained entirely undisturbed in my labors throughout the
day.
When at last I had sufficiently stripped my location of its jet-black treasures, I picked up the still
dimly lit lantern, stuffed more tobacco inside my cheek, and began the journey upwards.
The silence, which seemed strange at first, had now transformed into something that
seemed…right.
Peaceful.
Rounding the final curve, I saw a vibrant Beacon of orange suddenly appear in the darkness
ahead. Like a small, glowing eye, that seemed to gaze searchingly down into the shaft.
I drew closer and began to see what appeared to be a campfire situated at the cave’s mouth,
burning with an unnatural intensity. But then, nearing the exit, I realized that this was no mere
campfire, but instead was a roaring blaze, generously casting waves of warmth upon the damp
forest floor and reflecting off the cave walls in mystical flashes.

My rigid joints began to thaw as I stepped out of the mine, and into the soothing atmosphere.
I had not realized just how cold I had been until now. A tingling shiver scurried across my skin
as The Great Fire’s breath passed over me. Banishing the cold.
My lantern cowered and dimmed as if bowing in hopeless reverence to the superiority of the
glorious flames.
I briefly pulled my eyes from the fire to survey the surrounding area and found that I was still
very much alone.
But how could this be? For this fire had been erected recently, and surely those responsible
would not traverse far from such a magnificent thing as this.
Nevertheless, the conjurers were nowhere to be seen, and so, I settled down onto a nearby stump
and began to warm my calloused palms in the welcome heat.
***
Enchanted, I gazed upon the spires of yellowish-orange as they danced with erratic grace.
Like a thousand writhing goddesses leaping in unquenchable exultation.
I found myself both unable and unwilling to be released from this fiery spell.
I began to long for the goddesses.
Simply sitting here in the soothing atmosphere became wholly insufficient. Were these flames to
only be gazed upon? To merely be observed from a distance, even if that distance were but a few
inches?
To compare the magnificence before me to any of the so-called fires of my past seemed absurd.
To be satisfied with merely experiencing this fire as these other weak imitations had been
experienced was inconceivable.
Blasphemous.
No…no I must feel the leaping spires.

I must pass my hands through their swaying silhouettes.
I must embrace the goddesses, and join in their sacred dance.
A searing pain coiled about my hands, sending an unearthly shriek up through my lungs and out
into the night.
On my knees in the moonlight, I opened burning eyes, and looked around unbelievingly, for not
only had The Great Fire gone away, but any indication of a fire whatsoever was nowhere to be
seen.
The area outside of the mine entrance was undisturbed, dark...and damp.
Remembering the pain, I raised my hands and expected to find charred flesh.
Astonished, I realized that not only were they devoid of any wounds, but they were still just as
cold as they had been when I exited the mine.
At this revelation, the memory of the pain diminished under a sudden, crushing sadness that
lowered me back down onto the stump.
The Great Fire had left me utterly alone and unprotected against the cold, moonlit silence.
I do not know how long I sat there on the dark stump, silently rocking to-and-fro as the wind
rustled the leaves of my hair. Like the coal-dusted ghost of the tree that once stood there.
Finally, I rose, reluctantly accepting that the fire was not coming back.
As I attempted to light my lantern, I noticed for the first time just how small, rusted and
inadequate a thing it was. The faint light that proceeded out of it was feeble and merely served as
a painful reminder of the absent fire’s magnificence.
Nevertheless, I raised this rusted apparatus to my face and began to slowly, silently traverse
homeward.
***
Like the rusted lantern, the once hopeful sight of my leaning shack now presented itself as a
faint, disappointing thing. Pausing at the forest border, I regarded the lawn and the shack,

disbelieving this had been the same charming scene that had so often welcomed me in from the
darkness.
The frosty mist had been relentless; seeping in through my clothing like a multitude of ghoulish,
icy fingers. Even my once dependable boots were no match against the frost. Mounting the
porch, I removed them hastily and tossed them with careless dejection into a dark corner.
The interior of the shack was even colder and darker than the forest, and upon entering I cursed
the rotting structure for failing me as abysmally as the boots had. The thought of slimy mutton
caused my stomach to lurch, so I turned my attention towards the silent fireplace.
The flameless grate filled me with a blinding disgust.
I hurled a malicious tirade of curses into the soot-stained mouth, even going as far as to ram my
head into the opening, and howl a final, personal insult into the shaft of the chimney. Jamming
two armloads of cold, grey logs into the grate, I even cursed the tiny, shivering match as it
timidly struggled to do my bidding. A small flame slowly began to crawl up the side of the
bottom log, sending a sad glimmer of faltering light into the dank living room. It seemed to take
hours for the tiny light to creep across the full length of the log and finally encase the others in a
weak series of reluctant flickering.
The struggling flames seemed only to increase the biting cold. I sat mere inches from the logs,
my shivering palms raised in desperation, but to my disgust, I couldn’t extract a single morsel of
warmth or comfort from this poor imitation of true fire.
My discomfort notwithstanding, fatigue began to overcome me, so I curled up like a freezing
child before the grate. Achingly mulling over the now distant memories of The Great Fire’s
golden warmth.
I awoke violently to a dense, icy darkness.
My joints creaked with the dry sound of a corpse rising from its broken casket as I stood. My
eyes searching in the pitch for some reassurance that the night and the cold had not rendered me
a corpse in the literal sense, awakening in the freezing void of eternity.
Instinctively, I moved to the pale window, peering out to observe the porch, the lawn, and the
misty, black forest border. I knew what I was looking for, and no sooner had my eyes landed
upon the forest border when six tall, thin, pointed shadows began to emerge onto the lawn,
gliding in morbid unison towards the porch.

Towards the window.
Towards me.
A bleak, vile atmosphere seemed to exude from these mysterious beings.
An atmosphere that somehow felt otherworldly…and ancient.
I began to imagine they had risen from some deep, nightmarish pit, and now intended to reach
through the window, wrench my freezing heart from my chest, and cast it down to the grey porch
planks, shattering it into a thousand tiny, blood-red shards.
However, just as the solitary figure the night before, these visitors came to a soundless halt at the
exact midpoint between myself and the deep darkness beyond.
And there they stood.
Motionless.
Like gothic spires.
***
I shrieked.
A piercing, animalistic sound which tore through my dejected shack like the pitiful cry of a
thousand dying wolves.
Pulling the curtains to, I stumbled back, falling against the cold floor, and half crawled, half
scurried into the corner, cowering against the fireplace I had cursed only hours before. I pressed
myself against the cold stones, desperately seeking asylum from the night…from the cold…from
the shadows. A desperate longing swelled from deep inside until it reached the threshold of my
shivering eyes. And then…like an infant abandoned in the darkness, I began to weep. Sobbing
with blinding remorse for the vile torrents of abuse I had spewed against my now silent fireplace.
Against my now unrecognizable home.
The atmosphere of the shack seemed to grow colder in response to my cries.

I knelt, numb and trembling before the gaping black of the grate. I knew that if I could but fill
this shack with the crackling light of my own hearth, that it would then shine out into the night
and send the evil shadows…and the evil cold…reeling back into the deep darkness beyond. Like
vampires fleeing the golden face of the sun.
But this hope. This simple, desperate hope was immediately cast down.
For as I reached for fuel to fill the now dead grate, I realized with a mournful shock that there
was none to be found.
I had used every single log earlier in the night.
Desperate, I reeled back, and bitterly took hold of none other than my own chair.
The chair that had so often caressed my weary limbs.
I raised this faithful companion up and brought it violently down against the fireplace. It
shattered with a sharp, sickening crack, like the bones of an old man, murderously hurled down
stone steps. Hurriedly, I jammed the broken pieces into the grate, and after a brief search
discovered the almost empty box of matches still in my pocket.
My hands trembled uncontrollably as I forced a match between my numb fingers and attempted
to strike it. Yet my frozen hands proved to be altogether useless as the box fell from my
shivering grip, scattering the few remaining matches.
I had but one match left.
One tiny, slender twig of hope.
Unwilling to chance it, I shuffled to the table, grabbed my rusted lantern, and shattered its
contents into the hearth. Mingling its rust and glass with the bones of my destroyed chair. I knelt,
smelling the fresh fuel soaking into the wood, and with one careful stroke slid the match head
against the black stone. A few dim sparks appeared, but the immense cold immediately snuffed
them out. I wrenched back screaming and lunged for the corner where I thought the other
matches had scattered, but as I did this some unseen object struck my barefoot and sent me
sprawling onto the icy floor.
I lay there for a moment, sobbing dryly, and begged the corpse of my home for help.

For warmth.
For forgiveness.
But my cries only echoed back against the dark, rickety walls in a series of moaning creaks.
And then, a new terror began to overtake me.
Were these walls…the very walls that had once stood around me in protection…now enclosing
upon me? Were they pressing around and against me in cold, threatening moans?
I scrambled to my feet and began to slam into the encroaching walls, beating against them
madly. But to no avail. The shack had finally done with me, and in defiance to my pleas for
forgiveness sought to eternally encase me within its rotting self.
In a final effort for freedom, I charged the pale window, bursting it into icy shards. Landing with
a sickening crash, my torso sunk halfway through the decaying porch as planks dug their broken
claws into my sides, trying to force me back into the creaking mouth of the shack. Blood
splattered around me as I struggled and kicked at the grasping boards. My flesh so numb that the
pain was faint and dull. Finally, I dealt one last, splintering blow to the planks, and stumbled
down the steps. Hitting the frosted grass below with a thud.
***
Bleeding and shivering, I stood. The coffin-shack moaning and creaking behind me. A grotesque
mockery of the comfort that had once shone from its now shattered window.
Stiffly, I looked up into the sunken face of the moon, which seemed to look back with bleak
indifference. I was cold beyond belief and knew it would not be long before the cold would
crawl in to take hold of my barely beating heart. With this knowledge, I resolved to stand there,
motionless, staring up, until I had become as dead and frozen as the skeletal moon-face that
stared back.
But then, to my astonishment, I began to feel a warmth.
A warmth that gently breathed against my outstretched neck.
A warmth that rested upon and began to reach into my heaving chest.

And then…bringing my eyes down…I saw it.
At the exact midpoint between myself and the dark forest, like a roaring Beacon of hope, The
Great Fire billowed.
Immediately I began to feel my flesh loosen as sweat rolled in beads down my skin.
The writhing goddesses leaped and danced in erratic circles, as if to say, “Come! Join us!”.
I drew closer, and as I advanced The Great Fire seemed to grow, to expand and heighten with
every step.
When at last I stood directly before it, The Great Fire had become so vast that my sight could not
reach around its blazing walls, nor climb above its ardent towers. So, I gazed through streaming
tears into the very heart of The Great Fire. Where the goddesses danced and flared.
They had not forgotten me after all.
The cold and the dark no longer existed. They had lost.
Here was eternal warmth. Eternal comfort.
Reaching forward, I closed my eyes…then…confused, reopened them. For my hand had touched
nothing. And the warmth was distant again.
I looked up and in disbelief saw that the fire had moved, and now stood blazing just within the
dark tree line beyond.
The vile cold began to creep up my legs again.
I cried out in desperation and ran towards the tree line. But this time, instead of growing as I
advanced, the fire seemed to diminish; and as I reached the forest border, it disappeared
completely.
The cold continued to crawl up to my back, intent upon reaching in to take hold of my pounding
heart.

I cried out again, with a pitiful screech that echoed throughout the darkness, and as if in
response, a small, distant glow flickered to life from somewhere ahead.
Cursing, I ran into the forest, swaying to avoid dark trees. But to my mounting dismay, the blaze
diminished as I drew nearer, and when I reached the spot where I believed it had stood, I found
nothing save more darkness.
The pattern was tortuous.
The fire would appear, blazing deep in the dark forest, yet as I drew near it would diminish and
vanish. Only to reappear further away. This cycle seemed to go on for hours, and each time the
fire disappeared the cold would sink its icy fingers deeper into my flesh…and closer to my heart.
But then…finally, after vanishing for the last time, The Beacon reappeared.
This time, however, it appeared not as a fire…but as a round glow. As if it were housed in some
encasement…like the light of a lantern.
The moon shown on a pale clearing ahead, and stepping out of the black forest, I realized that the
round glow was coming from the mouth of the mine shaft. The Great Fire had led me all the way
back to the place where it had first appeared, its warm breath flowing out of the cave’s mouth.
Without hesitation, I stepped into the shaft, and began to descend.
***
As beads of sweat rolled down my back, I realized that I was completely naked. I had no
recollection of casting my tattered clothes aside, and yet…this did not seem strange to me. For
how else should I approach the frolicking goddesses? How else could I truly embrace their
bosoms of light?
As the golden atmosphere flashed and danced around me, I began to hear a droning hum from
somewhere ahead. A primitive, musical sound that made my wet skin tingle.
As this lulling song echoed and mingled with the flickering warmth, I rounded the final stony
corner, and there, waiting for me at the absolute end of the subterranean path was The Great Fire.
For a moment I noticed drawings and symbols etched by forgotten hands into the cavern walls,
but then my eyes returned to the sight for which they had so desperately longed.

The goddesses twirled and pranced to the musical drone, as they opened their luminous arms in
flowing gestures.
This time, I did not gaze, stupefied and motionless. No…this time I leapt towards their tender
embrace.
Fear and cold were all but forgotten as I was taken up in ardors of golden, lifting ecstasy.
I too swirled and pranced with the flames. Frolicking as the zealous spires careened and whirled
around and through me. Their tender, soothing arms writhed across my dripping flesh, fervently
igniting my hair, and passionately caressing my heaving chest.
And then, as their searing hands reached inside…I felt my throbbing heart burst.
In agony, I crumpled down to my knees.
The dance had ended, and I was burning to death in the blazing clutches of The Great Fire.
My screams dissipated into a mere distant echo deep within the cavernous walls. And as the
flames boiled my melting heart…in those final moments of clarity…I saw the six tall, pointed
figures emerge from the shadows. Their cloaks black as a deep void against the flashes of orange
and yellow.
They stood in a circle around The Great Fire, and I watched as they raised their arms. The
humming had been an ancient, grotesque chant that now grew louder, overcoming the roaring,
crackling blaze.
And then…with their arms outstretched, the cloaked figures began to sway.
In unison with the flames.
***
I awaken to fathomless cold.
Depthless darkness.
I awaken to a longing.

A longing that languishes deep within the frozen crags of my soul.
I do not know how long I have been in the darkness.
How long I have been in the cold.
I know only that I must return.
I glide through the stony darkness and emerge into the moonlight.
I shift.
I fly.
I swirl through the dark silhouettes of the pines.
Ahead… glimmering through the darkness…through the trees.
The Beacon.
There is light inside.
There is warmth inside.
I come to the clearing.
Emerging soundlessly upon the silver lawn.
How long have I been in the darkness?
How long have I been in the cold?
I am halfway there.
Halfway between the darkness and the light.
Yet…reaching the midpoint, I find that I can go no further.
Something prevents me.

As if the shack is saying, “No…I have chosen another.”
A solitary figure slowly descends the creaking steps.
A timid voice calls out into the night.
“Are you alive?”

The Sound of Echoes
By Ceresa Morsaint
He tensed as the ladder shook beneath him. His hands were filled with Frank McCourt and Ray
Bradbury’s books, placing them into the Biography section. The store’s bell above the door
jingled and a girl walked in sullen, with snowflakes melting into her dark hair. He watched as
she paced past the bookshelves, clinging to her jacket. Her eyes followed the genre signs as she
went, and ignored History, Science Fiction, Horror, library card in hand. She glanced at
Christianity and pulled the collar of her coat upward. Her eyes were glazed over, almost as if
they were glass. Adam could tell she had been crying, but he did not know her then. So he let her
slip past as he rearranged the bookshelves.
As she came upon the Crime section, she took a deep breath and slung her bag off of her
shoulder to the ground. The library had many commoners, her being one of them. But he
couldn’t help but notice the cheerful disposition she no longer had. There was a weight in his
chest whenever he watched her. It pulled him down from the ladder and over to where she stood.
“Hello. Can I help you find anything today?” he asked, as he stuffed his hands into his pockets.
“No thanks, Adam.” she said solemnly. “I found what I need.” She flipped the book closed and
tucked it into the corner of her arm. He paused, smiled because she knew his name, and studied
the half-visible letters of the book title.
Investigation Techniques.
“Interesting selection,” he laughed “Tryna solve a murder?”
He smiled jokingly, trying to remove the blanket of sadness that wrapped around her.
“Funny.” she huffed, sarcastically smiling. The weight in his chest flared to his cheeks and
embarrassment took over.
“Hey, I was just kidding!” he said as he nudged her shoulder, knocking the bag on her arm to the
ground.
Her cheeks flushed when the spilled bag tossed a pile of missing persons papers onto the floor.
Adam gazed down at his feet in confusion, mentally connecting the dots of her situation. Emily

Night, Vanessa Brooks sat as a header at the top of the page. Their faces youthful, their smiles
comforting. Echo’s face turned red with anger and embarrassment.
“You should really watch what you’re doing,” she hissed.
“I- I’m sorry! Let me help!”
Adam bent down collecting the papers, and before Echo could snatch them away from him, he
looked up at her.
“I know these girls,” he said. Echo’s face lightened, a puzzling look sprawled across her face.
“You do?” she asked. He nodded.
“I had bio with them last year before I graduated.”
She held her breath and blinked the tears away from her eyes before she broke down in front of
him.
“What happened?” he asked.
“Listen,” she pulled him closer to her “I don’t know you very well,” she whispered “but I think
someone is following me.”
Her eyes shifted across the room, tears brewing, breath held. Adam nodded and checked his
watch.
“Do you have a ride home?”
She shook her head, “I walked.”
“Well, it’s too dark now. You can’t walk home alone.” He glanced outside, eyeing the fresh
snow on the ground.
“Do you feel comfortable with me driving you home?”
She swayed where she stood, uncomfortably twisting the rings on her fingers.
“I had a class with you once. You probably didn’t notice,” she said.

She was right, he didn’t notice. But looking at her then, he wondered how that was remotely
possible.
“But you seem nice… and I really don’t want to be alone right now.”
He nodded once more.
She followed him to his car in the December snow, her feet crunching as they went. Her smile
was soft and subtle, but something still seemed wrong. He didn’t realize how much he was
staring at her until she caught him, so from then on he avoided almost all eye contact. Adam
slumped into the driver’s seat, and sighed.
“My name’s Echo, by the way,” she murmured.
“Interesting,” he teased.
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Mysterious girl walks into a bookstore with a stack of missing persons papers, and she just so
happens to be named Echo. A bit cliche, don’t you think?”
She smiled and shook her head.
“Understandable, I suppose.”
They drove down the snow-covered road, silently listening to music. He could see her watching
him out of the corner of his eye. The tears she shed before him had faded and the car felt warmer
with her there.
“I understand if you don’t want to, but I would like to know what’s going on.”
She frowned, twisted her rings again, and nodded.
“Like I said, someone is following me.”
“Yes, but what about the girls?”
She sighed. “They’re my best friends… and I don’t know where they are.”

He nodded, trying to follow along.
“They went missing a few weeks ago. The police think they ran away together, but I know that’s
not right. They’d never do that, either of them. Especially without telling me first.”
“What do you think happened?” he asked, turning the heat down, feeling anxious.
“It has to be the guy that’s following me. I mean Em, Vanessa, and I saw him around a few times
while hanging out but we just assumed that he lived in our neighborhood.”
“What makes you think differently now?”
She tensed, almost cried, and shook subtly in the passenger seat of his car.
“Yesterday morning, I saw him on my way to school. Then I saw him in the school park, during
class. And then I saw him while walking home.” She paused, wiped her eyes.
“But last night… I saw him in my bedroom,” she shook uncontrollably and choked back the fear
that she so desperately wanted to let go.
“What did he do? What did you do” Adam asked, anger rising in his chest.
“When I woke up, he was going through my things. He had a bag, and I know now that he stole
some journals and pictures. But when he saw that I was awake, he hovered over me in my bed.
But I screamed as loud as I could and, thank God, my dad happened to be in the bathroom right
across the hall from me. He’s a cop and I guess his stomping scared the guy away, unfortunately.
And he broke through my window, leaving in a car without a license plate. They’re still looking
for him.”
“Wow,” he said. He felt fear for her, sorry for her, and felt the urge to hug her then. But he
didn’t, instead, he got even more concerned.
“Wait a minute… your father, the policeman, let you walk alone to the library at night? Granted,
I don’t know him, but that is not the typical dad move.”
She sighed, “They don’t exactly know I’m out.”
“What the hell, Echo!” he yelled.

“What? Dad’s at the station and my mom’s out of town on a business trip!”
“So no one is staying with you after that traumatizing situation?”
“Grammy, but she’s one foot in the grave and asleep in front of the TV.”
“Wow… seriously, I have no words.”
“I know. It was probably really dumb of me and I could have gone missing without a trace, like
Em and Vanessa.”
“You think?” he said sarcastically, shaking his head.
He glanced over at her, only to see golden lights flashing across her face.
“What’s that?” she asked. There was a car on the side of the road, its blinkers were on, and a
man was waving them down. He pulled behind him to see what was wrong.
“Wait here a sec,” he said, but as he left, Echo grasped onto his arm.
“What are you doing?” she asked, the same worry began to sprawl across her face again.
“I’m going to help him out,” he reassured, “just stay here.” She stopped him once more.
“Be careful,” she warned.
“I will,” he smiled. As he walked away, he heard the car doors lock and thought nothing of it.
Adam bent down next to the man’s window and knocked.
“Hey man, do you need help?” he asked. The window rolled down slowly, revealing a familiar
face. He stared back with the coldest, most hateful eyes Adam ever gazed into.
“Yeah. I’ve got some trouble with my engine. I’m not good with car stuff, can you take a look?”
His voice was dark and deep, hard to forget. The hood of his jacket was pulled over his head,
and as he stepped out of the car, Adam noticed his worn boots. He popped the hood and found
nothing. Adam could feel him creep behind.

“I don’t think there’s a problem here,” he doubted. In the reflection of the car, Adam saw the
man pull down his hood and raise a crowbar to the back of his head.
“No!” Echo screamed. Her voice was muffled and forced through the glass. Her face distorted,
she climbed into the driver's seat as Adam fell to the ground. The man prowled towards her and
all the terror that swarmed in the air, faded to darkness.
When Adam awoke, the headlights from his car worsened the pain that lingered in his head.
There was blood all around him and Echo was gone. The driver’s seat window was shattered.
Her bag had been taken, and all that was left was her journal.

Alma
By Liz Prieto
I met Alma for the first time when I was a teenager. The first thing she said was “You look like a
little worm” I decided to ignore her, but she followed me around. Most people did not care about
her and seemed to me she only had eyes on me. I enjoy my own company, most of the time I
would seat on the bus by myself. Alma would take advantage of this and seat next to me. “Hey
there! You are going to school now? You look weird you know?” I tried to ignore her by not
answering but it felt that she could read my mind. “Well even if you don’t care, it sucks not to
have any friends, with these old rags, no one is going to seat next to you, girls will certainly run
away from you, hahaha” All the way to school she continued to tease me. I wanted to punch her,
but boys should not hurt girls. Anyway, she looked stronger than me. Who knows what she
would be capable of. Alma was the same age I was, but somehow she looked outdated.
I still remember the first time she visited me at my place, I don’t even know who let her come in.
I was just finishing praying the Angelus and going for lunch. I offered my hunger to Jesus. When
I walked out of my mother’s shrine. Alma was there sitting on the sofa. She looked at me with a
smirk on her face. Alma always wore the same outdated white dress all the way buttoned to her
neck decorated with lace embroidery with large dark stains on her lap. Vintage like a hipster. Her
platinum blond thin hair and hundreds of black bobby-pins disturbed me. It was messy and dirty.
Dark-eyed full of death. I could hear the sarcasm in her laugh “Are you still believe that Jesus
coming to save you?” Alma always found a way to offend me. “How are you little worm?” I
knew I was Jesus’ child and he was my savior. My mother always taught us well. “Who let you
in?” I asked, “I can go anywhere I want” I tightened my fist, I felt my veins protruding out of my
neck “This is my house” Alme came straight into my face “What? What are you going to do?
Are you going to hit me? Come now? Let’s see what will happens when your mother finds out
you hit a girl.” I blew air out of my lungs “Leave me alone” I was alone, I just ignored her.
Alma sat in my purple lounge, with a straight back. Infinite. She was so full of herself. Why I did
not kick her out? Because at the end of the day it was true, I was a little worm, scared of doing
anything to offend her. I was nothing. Next to Alma, I felt powerless. She wore lots of makeup to
cover her damaged skin, her breath smelled like rotten meat, her triangular teeth and swollen
gums made me nauseous. Still, I could not find a way to get rid of her. I guess she scared me.
Alma found ways to spiral my senses. She came up with all kinds of conspiracy stories. I
remember when she got me into stabbing rats. “They are creatures of the Demon. In the bible,
you will find they will bring all kinds of pestilence.” Off I went to stab rats. Then she started
about cats. “Black ones. We need to get rid of all black cats.” Are you sure? I asked “Of course,
witches use them. They go around looking for victims.” I was intrigued. “Well, I don’t know

how to kill a cat, Alma!” “Don’t be a silly little worm, we burn them!” We killed all black cats
of the neighborhood. I collected their tails in a wooden box. I kept it buried, just in case anyone
sees it and think I was crazy. After every killing, she would disappear for a while and then come
back again with new conspiracies. I started to enjoy our outings, the killings I mean. Not her
company, never her company. I despised her.
In the coming months, she started with a new conspiracy, we had a witch in town. She was
convinced it was my neighbor. Francisca. The old lady who always wore a cadmium picket coat.
It did not matter what time of the year it was. Francisca only word that ugly and stinky coat. I’ve
often wondered if she had anything else to wear. “Perhaps I could ask my mom to give her some
clothes” Alma snapped back “She is too fat anyway.” “Under all that stinky garment, is a witch”
I clicked my tongue, “She is an old lady, and she is friendly” But she insisted “Have you noticed
that woman does not go to the mass on Sundays. She has that look of the Devil in her face. You,
have to kill her first before she does to you.”
I did not specifically like or dislike Francisca or anyone. But I started paying attention to
Francisca’s behavior. It was true, she did not join the mass on Sundays. She befriended that
suspicious feminine man. They drink and laugh loudly. “You hear? They are probably sacrificing
someone inside that house” Alma whispered in my ear.
It was on an autumn night, I heard the wind pushing through the window. Alma came for a
sleepover, she woke me up “Leaves are finished” Moved with a killing pace like a shadow,
“Francisca is coming to get you, you need to go first.” I had a bad day. Some kids broke my
notebooks, punch me and kicked me, while I was at the bus. When I reached home my mother
wanted to talk about traces of blood on my shirt. I didn't. I begged for solitude in my bedroom,
except for Alma. She could not take no for an answer. No matter how much you tried, you could
not get rid of her. If she was after you, she would do anything to eat all of your soul. At night I
woke up sweating with pain in my stomach. All of a sudden, I felt spiders crawling in my body. I
jumped from my bed and it was covered with spiders. I ran out of my bedroom. I screamed at my
mother’s dormitory. She kneeled in front of her little shrine “what is going on?” “Mom, spiders,
there are all over my bed” She looked puzzled. “Spiders? How can it be? Let me check” We
walked together and she saw nothing. “It was a nightmare, come to my bed, you can sleep with
me tonight” I was behind the door. I could still see the spiders. Now I was sure there was
something going on. Probably Francisca was involved.
I was scared. I told Alma the next day about the incident with the spiders. I let her feed her hate
into my head. “My mother could not see them… You really think Francisca is a witch?” She
smirked, “We could follow her.” We walked out of my bedroom, through our corridors, my
house was always dark. The wooden floor creaked as we walked. We passed by the kitchen and I

grabbed an apple. “Would you like an apple?” Alma shook her head “No thanks, I am not a big
fan of apples” I opened the door and let Alma pass. She smiled at me. “You are learning manners
now? Little worm? You don’t fool me, you will always be a little worm” I shrugged my
shoulders “You are so mean Alma ``' She immediately answered back “'I am not mean,
Francisca, is. Come! let’s check what she is doing.” We walked through the yard stepping over
the burned Siena dead leaves, The trees were losing them rapidly at this time of the year. I
walked behind Alma. We reached the fence and picked through the holes. Francisca trimming
some plants and herbs “You see! She is preparing her witchcraft” I had a small paused, then
turned “Let’s go back home. We will get more information tomorrow” Alma whispered in my
ear “You are wasting time little worm”
I felt the situation was getting out of hand. The next day I decided to follow Francisca. I came
back from school with the bus “First I will finish my homework.” Luckily Alma did not come
until after I finished She came right while I tightened my shoes ready to leave the house. “I was
on my way out to follow Francisca” She followed me with an approving smile. “Finally you are
listening to me.” I grabbed my bag and we went. She was usually quiet when we were in public.
She would always whisper and disappeared when we talked to strangers. “You see little worm,
you and I are very much alike. I am a loner, just like you.” Alma vanished without even given
me an explanation. She walked away while I stood in front of my door. I tried to call her but she
did not answer. I put my hands inside my pockets looking for my keys and I felt spiders. I
jumped and took my jacket “uff agh!” I muttered “shit, shit, is not real, this is not real” with
desperation. I felt them all over my body. Perspiration soaked my underwear. At that moment
Francisca came out of her house. She smiled at me. The crawling feeling disappeared. She wore
as always, the stupid and stinky coat. She had grey hair and bony hands, just like a witch. That
inhumane creature tried to fool me with her friendliness “Hello there! How are you today? I
responded with a quiet voice “Hi, Mam Francisca I’m ok” She seemed busy, “well, ok I have a
good day, I am running late for my shopping.” She walked fast for an older lady, I thought. I
followed her. After a couple of blocks, I saw Alma waiting for me by the bus stop. “You
disappeared?” I said with a sombre voice. “Since when I need to explain to you my
whereabouts? You little chicken? I pretended I didn't hear what she said. We followed Francisca,
after a few blocks away. She arrived at a house with white walls and grey doors. The window
frames were also grey. Two big trees by the entrance yard. She rang the bell and took from one
her bags a what looked like a food container. A tall skinny man opened the door “Ah Francisca,
you are too kind.” She smiled at him “Is my pleasure to share this with you. I hope we can repeat
again some time. I had so much fun with you” He looked like he was under a spell. Alma jump
in my back “This one is a different guy from last night. I am sure she put some stuff on his food,
she will probably eat him later, that's what witches do, they eat people. They are demons. They
are not Jesus children like you or me” My heart beat faster “Shhhh let me listen” I focused my
attention on the conversation. The man took the food and seemed he invited in “Please come and

drink some tea” She politely declined “I am sorry, I need to run some errands now, but let’s call
tonight, perhaps we can plan for dinner again.” The older man replied, “Yes, let’s do that.”
I was now convinced that there was something terrible about her I told Alma “Francisca throw
some black magic over me again” She beamed and came closer, I could smell her rotten breath “I
know, the longer you wait, the worst will be” I was intrigued by her assertions “Why do you say
that? Do you think she is planning on something?” Alma rolled her eyes and crossed her arms.
“I know she is, I was at her house, I broke into her home just now, while she was with you. I
checked. She has all planned, first she is going to kill your mother, she bought a hunter knife,
and she keeps it in the kitchen. After she is finished with your mother, she is going to kill your
sister” Alma opened her eyes wide and nodded with her head “Uhm” I felt itchy on my arms,
perplexed and scared, I did not want to lose my mom and my little sister. Since my dad suicided,
I was the man of the house, I needed to do something. I said: “How do I do that? How can I kill
anyone, I’ve only killed rats and cats” Alma looked at me, “Tomorrow I will come back with a
plan, for now, let's sleep” That night I prayed for Francisca. I dreamed that I saved her soul. In
the dream after I killed her, I saw a black transparent black smoked came out of her body, I
liberated her from her demon. It was a good thing to kill her. Francisca would go to heaven.
The next day she came back, her eyes full of glee. “I have a great plan” I was dubious. “I am not
sure Alma” She screamed and slapped me with force and pressure, I felt the metal taste in my
mouth. “You!!! Stupid little worm” afterward scratched my arms with her long and sharp nails.
“I'll do it ok!” She took me with her to Francisca house. We broke the lock from the kitchen,
then to her room. Francisca slept peacefully, almost like an angel. I took the knife and I inserted
several times. Francisca tried to defend herself, but It was useless. Francisca faded away. I
cleaned her up, change her clothes and left.
The smell caused me to vomit. Apart from that, I felt nothing. murder. Over the next days, the
police came to our home. I heard a conversation between my mother and the policeman. I went
downstairs and saw my mother standing with tears in her eyes. “Mama, what is happening? She
startled “Oh my dear, it's Francisca. She is dead. It seems there was an incident at her house.” I
was used to never lie. “Mama, I had to save her. Francisca had a demon on her body. She was
sending spells to me.” My mother’s eyes widened “Wa-it, w-what are you saying?” The
policeman talked over the radio “We have a 34, please send unit and social worker” Mother
reacted “Diego, what happened? What did you do? I dutifully explained again about the demon,
coming out of her body, although I wasn't sure anymore if I dreamt it or it really happened. That
day a strange lady wearing a squares blazer came to pick me up. They brought me to a place with
other kids, horrible kids, many with devil’s faces.

Over the next weeks, I went to courts, hospitals, doctors. I tried to explain to everyone that Alma
and I saw everything happening. No one has ever seen Alma. it seems I am the only one who can
communicate with her. I was assigned to a doctor. He explained that I suffer from psychosis. I
am not sure what that is. I am taking medication; it makes me sleepy and I cannot think clearly
anymore. I looked on the internet and the library to check any information about Alma. At first, I
could not find anything on her name. So, I started to look for families who lived in my house. I
spent months trying to find some information, but nothing came up. Every day it was a
nightmare. Eventually, I started looking back on accidents. Finally, I found something. I did not
find her on Alma, but with Caroline. She died in 1922, poisoned by a spider bite. She was 14
years old when this happened. She lived in the same house I lived in, the same bedroom. I found
a newspaper article about it, her brother collected poisoning spiders. The spiders escaped while
she was playing on her brother’s bedroom and bite her. She wore the same dress in the article.
My mother sold our house and moved with her sister in Alabama. I stayed in the hospital for the
rest of my days. My mother came to visit me sometimes. She was afraid of me, she never
hugged me or kissed me again. I was a freak. At the hospital nurses were mean, and anything I
said was taken out of context. I knew I would never leave that place.
A new family moved in, they have a daughter Aura. She is twelve years old. At night she woke
up and saw Alma sitting next to her bed. “Hello there! You little worm” Aura shook “Hi, why
are you here” Alma looked at her with dead eyes. “Because I want to. You are horrible you
know? Everyone hates you, I think is because your mom has the devil on her” Aura held her soft
toy tight “My mom, loves me, you are ugly and stinky” Alma roared “Ill come back tomorrow
and see who is right you or me” Aura ran out of the room to her mother. “There is a dead girl
coming to my bed” Her parents went back to the room to find nothing. Aura became paranoid
and never came inside the room again. She begged her family to leave the house. Over the next
few days, the family moved out of the house.
No one ever moved back in. At night people see Alma walking down the corridors screaming
“Little worm, where are you?”
Alma means soul in Spanish, she haunts me, Alma en Pena means a Pennant Soul. I know she is
here with me. She is also there in my old home. She is everywhere. Alma is death. I am afraid of
her. For the rest of my days, I am locked in a white room Alma comes but she does not talk. I
only see blurry images now.

Press Play
By Mathew Serback
I.
Breathe – or don’t.
The metal rails of your bed weep with the sweat from your palms as you raise yourself to meet
the tape recorder with your eyes. The tape recorder meets you with silence.
Your eyes are all twisted up – or is that your stomach twisting up the necks of the butterflies
trying to escape your stomach?
Is it love – or fear?
II.
The last thing you remember is bending over backward – literally – but not literally. You
remember bending at the waist and twisting – like your eyes – all at once toward the ground.
Remember – or don’t.
You reached for the counter and missed it. First, your hands came back with open air. Then your
hands came back with a glass of water – was it half full – and the cherry pie you were prepared
to heat in the oven.
III.
You press play.
Who wouldn’t press play?
Static and white noise bathe your face in fluorescent light. There’s some kind of death in the
seconds it takes for you to get used to the noise. You imagine that’s how long it takes for you to
get used to something – seconds.
Really, you’re elastic within those seconds. You’re nothing more than conjured bones, and
you’re the stone skipped to the horizon and infinity. You’re everything you wanted to be when
you were young, and you’re the blade of the guillotine as it rushes for the neck.
Finality.

The static breaks – or is that your bones – or your eardrums?
“It’s me, and everything isn’t going to be okay.”
IV.
What came before bending over backward?
The chicken and the egg.
There are more than two people in the kitchen. You know that much because two shadows reach
around you before you descend to the tile and the grout and memories lost – until now.
Breathe – or don’t.
The shadows swell in the sunlight. One of them – a vision of ether – slinking through the door.
Another shadow moves from behind you to in front of you with a slender set of wrists begging
for forgiveness.
Remember – or don’t.
All that crying and all that dying didn’t matter, did it?
V.
There’s a ghost in the tape recorder.
Who didn’t see that coming?
“You’re alive,” the voice says.
You know who it is – because you remember – but you don’t remember to breathe. Your insides
turn to cherry pie – all gouped up and chunky. Your throat has that sinking feeling, and your
heart has that sinking feeling, and your mouth goes dry and numb at the same time, so, you want
to drink water but can’t.
That’s limbo.
That’s you walking the tight-rope underneath the pole.
Fall – or don’t fall.

VI.
Your best friend is dead on the floor next to you.
The shadow wasn’t a shadow.
You must’ve figured that out – by now.
There’s a knife wedged somewhere between your best friend’s rib cage. You can see flaky crusts
of bone matter mixed with flaky crusts of the cherry pie. There’s not a knife in you – but there
was a knife in you.
That’s a distinction you feel is important to make.
The shadow moves around the house now. It dumps things over and dumps things out – like your
insides.
Human beings and the never-ending search for something.
VII.
The ghost in the tape recorder continues, “And the worst part of all is never getting to say I love
you again.”
VIII.
You crawl over your best friend. You try to remember what Wikipedia or Friends or your mother
told you to do when someone was bleeding out through a hole in their chest.
You ever swallow too much water and try to cough it all out at once, but instead of it slowly and
smoothly flowing from throat to mouth, it gurgles around – in limbo – between them and some
spills out of your nose?
That’s what your best friend’s blood is doing.
You realize it’s over.
“Breathe,” you say.
Or don’t.

You’re crying – now and then – now and again.
You stick two fingers in the hole in hopes that’ll clog it for long enough. You know it’s a
worthless endeavor – but sometimes you feel like you’ve just got to try something just to say that
you tried something.
How else would you answer why your best friend is dead?
Between the gurgles and cough of blood, you let your fall – or don’t fall – to the tile next to your
best friends.
Dying is fairly tiring.
“The worst part,” you mumble to yourself. “Is never getting to say I love you again.”
IX.
You wake up with a light in your eyes.
“You’re going to survive,” someone says. “Breathe.”
But you don’t want to.

Let's Chat with Author Carolyn
Howard-Johnson
Today we have a very special interview with author Carolyn Howard-Johnson by fellow author
Carol Smallwood. Smallwood is a literary reader, judge, and interviewer who recently published
a poetry collection Patterns: Moments in Time.
Carolyn Howard-Johnson, author of the multi-award-winning How To Do It Frugally Series for
writers including USA Book News’ winner for The Frugal Book Promoter in its third edition
was an instructor for UCLA Extension's renowned Writers’ Program for nearly a decade. She
was named Woman of the Year in Arts and Entertainment by members of the California
Legislature and Women Who Make Life Happen, by the Pasadena Weekly newspaper. “[Carolyn
Howard-Johnson is an incessant promoter who develops and shares new approaches for book
promotion.” ~ Marilyn Ross, founder Small Publishers of North America and co-author of The
Complete Guide to Self-Publishing.
Smallwood: I’ll begin with your award-winning The Frugal Book Promoter: How to Do What
Your Publisher Won’t. What led you to develop it?
Mistakes. I made so many promotion mistakes with my first book, the award-winning novel This
Is the Place! Even with a background in publicity, marketing, and journalism. Not least of which
were these two nearly universally false assumptions:
1. Your publisher will assign you a publicist and all your book's promotion will be taken care of.
2. Once an author realizes that she must take her book's promotion in hand, a publicist is
essential and one book publicist is about as good as the other.
Naturally, Carol, I had to share my experiences. I guess I've got that sharing streak that most
teachers have in my blood. Oh, then there was that little thing: I wanted to share all my booboos
and lessons with other authors so I applied to do a class at UCLA and they accepted. And, yep,
there I was with tons of marketing books—none of them that addressed the special needs of
authors!
Smallwood: What is your favorite way for poets to promote?

My favorite is, of course, that anyone, even the shyest can promote. There are lots of ways to do
that and resources discussed in The Frugal Book Promoter.
Smallwood: What is unique about you is your belief that authors should work together to
promote their work. Tell us a little about your experience in helping and sharing your
knowledge.
Awwww. It isn't that unique. I studied publicity at USC (University of Southern California). It
wasn't my major, but I had a fantastic professor, head of the publicity department there. He was
a former president of a big airline. He taught us that one of the first rules of real publicity is that
it shouldn't be proprietary. My way of rewording that principle is, "the universe is so full of
opportunity there is plenty to go around." My other favorite is, "What one can do, two can do
better." Thus cross-promotion is one of the best ways to make one's efforts do double duty. No.
It's a way to make one's promotion efforts take quantum leaps. An example of how that works is
a new blog I started. The New Book Review (www.thenewbookreview.blogspot.com) is
something that takes me only minutes when I post a new review. Anyone can submit one.
Reader. Author. Reviewer. After they've submitted and I post, they let their contacts know about
it and that benefits them, me, and also all of the other authors who have ever participated on the
blog. Submission guidelines are in a tab at the top of the home page and in the left column lest
anyone should miss them. Following them exactly allows me to keep doing it free.
Smallwood: What would you say is the unique selling point of your book compared to similar
ones that are on the market?
It’s fun to read. And everything in it is based on my own personal, practical experience. Not
pie-in-the-sky marketing principles. It also addresses the fears that many of us have about
anything to do with marketing.
Smallwood: I know you have written other books, too. Can you tell me a bit about them?
Well, the next one after The Frugal Book Promoter: How to Do What Your Publisher Won't is
The Frugal Editor: Put Your Best Book Forward to Avoid Humiliation and Ensure Success.
(http://bit.ly/FrugalEditor) Together they comprise the HowToDoItFrugally Series of books for
writers. There will be more to come.
This Frugal book is also based on practical experience. One of the classes I taught at UCLA
Extension Writers' Program was on independent editing. Between that and the query and cover
letters and media releases that I get across my desk (I also consult) I kept seeing the same errors
over and over again. It feels as if little gremlins were picking at the possibilities of these author's

success. They often weren't big things, nothing a high school teacher would pick on. But they
were instant tipoffs that these authors weren't yet professional or hadn't done their homework.
That's a big disadvantage when these gatekeepers—people like editors, producers, contest
judges, publishers, agents—have many hundreds such documents move across their desks every
week. They may toss something that is very promising based on a bad mood coupled with an
inane comment like, "I always wanted to write." Think! One has one page (maybe even only the
first paragraph of that one page!) to convince a gatekeeper to keep reading. I bet 90% of new
authors use that writing line, and usually in the first sentence. And it doesn't really say much. So
The Frugal Editor takes a writer through anything from the first contact with a gatekeeper
through the final manuscript. Mind you, I don't encourage a writer to edit his or her manuscript
on their own. I do know that the more a writer knows about editing, the better partner she or he
will be for any editor, any publisher.
Smallwood: How long you've been writing and what made you get into the literary field?
I started my journalism career in high school. All the cutest, smartest, most talented boys were
on the newspaper staff. I finally wrote the novel I'd always wanted to write when I got cancer
and realized that if we keep putting off our heart's desire, we may never get a chance to do what
we consider most important. Writing is a healer. I've been cancer-free since I started writing my
novel—twenty-five years ago.
Smallwood: Who are the people most instrumental in your growth as a writer?
If I started naming names I might forget someone. Let's just say that creative writing is nothing
like journalism, copywriting, or other kinds of writing I had done. Without UCLA's Writers'
Program (http://www.uclaextension.edu/), I may never have gotten that first novel published. Of
course, I taught thereafter I took those classes and published. It felt as if I was passing along the
love.
Smallwood: From your experience, what key ingredients do new writers need to succeed in the
book industry?
Curiosity and a lack of pride. The false kind of pride. We'll never become great writers unless we
have open minds and an awareness that we don't know everything.
Smallwood: Do you have a website where readers may learn more about your work?

At http://www.howtodoitfrugally.com there is a page for each of my books including my creative
nonfiction, my poetry, my novel and more. But there are also lots of pages of information.
Resources for writers and readers, a free article page, etc.
Smallwood: Are you working on new material?
I am always working on poetry. I am very proud of my most recent poetry book, Imperfect
Echoes. (http://bit.ly/ImperfectEchoes). Writer’s Digest gave it an honorable mention.
Smallwood: Do you have any appearances planned?
Always. My next is a Writers Conference headed by Kathleen Kaiser in Oxnard, CA. Learn more
on my SharingwithWriters blog at:
https://sharingwithwriters.blogspot.com/2019/09/805-writers-conference-announce.html
Smallwood: What are some resources for writers that you would recommend?
They aren’t my own, but I do a “Back to Literature” column for MyShelf.com and love to
recommend the entire site for both readers and writers. I also contribute to
WritersontheMove.com blog. A book I always recommend to my consulting/editing clients is
Tom Chiarella's Writing Dialogue. (http://bit.ly/Chiarella).

The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood
Reviewed by Zhenbang Yu
Offred is a victim of a regime that thrives on fear and lies. Since Offred has assumed the role of a
handmaiden, she has experienced the horrors of witnessing their utmost cruelty the regime has
imposed on her. This has led her to despise the regime for its oppressiveness towards women
who are trying to survive in this new society. Under this new Gileadean society, Offred feels
very oppressed because of the harsh laws towards women who are reduced to mere house
servants and sexual slaves for the Commanders. The women often suffer from abuses, ranging
from sexual abuse to physical abuse. Throughout the book, the Handmaid's tale, Offred presents
the dark nature of the society of Gilead through the three stages of her life as a handmaiden. This
stages mostly are framed around the indoctrination of Offred, the forced participation in the
Ceremony, and the expected attendance at the Pyvanayza.
Through the perspective of Offred, the reader can see how the indoctrination strips the
handmaidens from their individual identity through a fear-based approach. This is exemplified
when the indoctrination begins with the Testifying ritual where the handmaidens are required to
listen to Janine's confession about her rape experience. The handmaiden’s form a circle around
Janine to create an illusion of powerlessness for the victim, Janine. This method is formulated to
instill a sense of fear in the victim who feels very oppressed in that setting. When Janine
experiences fear through intimidation, she will suppress any thoughts because of the fear that she
may be punished for having the wrong Ideas. Later in the scene, Aunt Helena taunts Janine with
a question by saying “Whose fault was it? ” (Artwood 72). The question is used as a form of
intimidation tool to force Janine and the handmaidens into submission. Their relentless effort to
weaken Janine’s individuality allows the Aunts and the regime to easily control her behavior and
actions. As they continue performing the ritual, All the Aunts place great pressure on the
Handmaiden’s to condemn Janine for her own rape. They chant this “ Her fault, Her fault, Her
fault” (Artwood 72). The author, Margaret Atwood, mostly incorporates the use of repetition for
the purpose of emphasizing the idea of self-blame. The practice of self-blame promotes a culture
of fear and distrust among the handmaidens who undergo this type of training. Their fear of each
other reduces the threat of a rebellion within Gilead since the dissenter can be reported to the
Gileadean authorities who are frequently spying on the handmaidens. The state capitalizes on the
fear to increase their own power and influence in the country.
As Offred is slowly settling into her new role as a handmaiden, she is really struggling to accept
her newly formed role of a handmaiden who conceives an heir through a special ritual, the
Ceremony. This new ritual often elicits opposition from Offred who perceives it as a demeaning
punishment. The text presents a scene where Offred describes a room where she will have sexual

intercourse. Here she says, “I lie on my back, fully clothed except for the healthy white cotton
underdrawers. What I could see, if I were to open my eyes, would be the large white canopy of
Serena Joy's outsized four-poster bed, suspended like a sagging cloud above us, a cloud sprigged
with tiny drops of silver rain, which , if you looked at them closely, would turn into four-petaled
flowers.” ( Artwood 93). In the context of this quote, she has probably ingested some medication
that induces a trance-like state. This is because she describes the furniture and room in vivid,
extreme detail that gives the reader a sense of the appearance of the room. Her description leads
the reader to a much more darker context where she describes the transformation of flower buds
into four-petaled flowers. This means that the Offred plans to present the idea that hope does not
exist. She will never be able to break the routine of conducting the sexual sessions in the
presence of the Commander's wife. This is because Offred understands that a formal barter
arrangement exists between the Commander and her to secure her position as a handmaiden who
is offered protection by the Commander in exchange for his sexual gratification. Consequently,
the best way to survive the ordeal with the Commander Fred’s household is to comply with this
new law formed from the Gileadean Regime. Under the new law, she feels despair with how she
is treated in the household.
Offred advances to her final stage, which is riddled with chaotic moments of her life as a
handmaiden. Her experiences are exemplified when she attends a Women’s Parvayanza where
the handmaidens are expected to hand over their children to the Commander’s wives. While all
the Wives and handmaidens gather to witness the birth of the commander’s child, Offred
expresses her complete distaste for the practice. She says this “To go through all that, for
nothing. Worse Than nothing” (Artwood 215). In this quote, she recognizes the severe
psychological impact on the handmaiden who has to accept the role of child-bearer for the
Commander and the Commander’s wife. Later in the Novel, Janine has suffered a mental shock
from losing the child through the Parvayanza ritual. Under the pressure to bear this child, Janine
has been permanently damaged in terms of her psychological state and physical well being. As
Offred Observes the mental state of her friend, She begins to describe the strange behavioral
characteristics in her friend. Offred quotes Janine saying this “ My name’s Janine. I’m your
waitress for this morning? Can I get some coffee to begin with” (Artwood 216). In the context of
this quote, Janine has lost her sense of control over herself. She is not able to distinguish fantasy
from reality. This is because the Prayvaganza has damaged her psychological well being.
In summary, The handmaid's tale illuminates a society with a very dark, oppressive nature. The
book warns the reader about the dangers of a totalitarian regime that can arise from political
instability in the country. The few leaders of a pre-totalitarian regime can capitalize on the
weaknesses of a democratic government to increase the support for their own party. After those
leaders have risen to power, they will enforce a policy of controlling their citizens through brutal
tactics. This may involve an indoctrination of the citizens into this newly formed society and

heavy policing of the citizens who are more spread dissent across the country. What the readers
and society can learn from handmaid's tale is that we must pay attention to right-wing populist
movements. We must not give these people the advantage to increase their own power in the
country.
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